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THE CONTRIBUTION OF TiiE KINDERGARTEN
TO THE
SOCIAL DEVELOHJMT OF THE CHILD
CHAPTER I — INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLE^^
If the kindergarten teacher is to maintain her contention that
the kindergarten contributes toward the social development of the child,
she may well analyze her situation with an attempt to discover two thing
namely, (1) IVhat present-day activities allow for social development of
tne child, and (2) How these may be planned to promote even greater de-
velopment in desirable social behavior through teacher-guidance. It is
a discussion of these two phases which is presented in the following
thesis.
ngORTAI^CE OF THE "SOCIAL aIM" J1\ EDUCATION
The development of the whole child has as one of its most
fundamental aims the social growth of the caild,. The intellectual,
physical, and spiritual aims have in the past hell and commanded the
attention of thoughtful educators who have adapted and practiced the
guidance of psychologists, hygienists, and psychiatric workers to the
needs of five year olds. The reflection of social trends in the modern
viewpoint of all education is evident in the emphasis on the social
4
phase in tne kindergarten instruction.
There is deep significance underlying these changes. In the
first place, the kindergarten experience is often the first large group
«
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experience for the child. Let us think of the kindergarten as the
strategic position in the new life of the child, A backward glimpse
reveals the child in the family situation, where he has learned con-
siderable from associations within the family group to be sure, but
with several ages represented as a controlling element. Looking
forward, one sees the child entering upon a new adventure in which he
must find his place with those of approximately his own age, where he
must realize his own powers as he makes his way toward happiness through
self-adjustment to new personalities. Patty Hill, Head of the Department
of Kindergarten-Primary Education, Columbia University, in discussing
the problem which may arise from this very experience, asks, "Does she
(the teacher) realize the big adjustment he is making as he passes from
the familiar circle of sisters and brothers, mother ani father, into
the larger circle of the school, where he meets strangers in a strange
place? ....Life requires no more stupendous an adjustment in later yearsl"
Immediately, great need of adjustments to environment, of conform-
ity to group regulations, and of contribution toward a finer group con-
sciousness, confront him. To the extent that the family experience has
been wise and helpful, the child adjusts to the new without great unhap-
piness to himself or others. It is often true that the strangeness of
tne situation presents difficult problems. Since group composition is
of varying personalities, the child accustomed to have the attention of
the whole family, the one who sulks if crossed, tue one who dominates
younger members of his family, the one who is especially timid — each
will always have more or less of a struggle to achieve happiness in the
group. It happens that this big undertaking presents an adventure of
^Patty S. Hill, "Strategic Position of Idndergarten Education", Childhood
Education, VI No. 4 (December, 1929), p. 151.
•
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clear sailing to some, a perilous voyage for others, but a necessary
trip for all. The group experience must be met by every chili at some
time in order to attain "that delicate point of balance where the in-
dividual is happy and the social group approves."-^
In the second place, the social aim of education ensures
adjustment to life situations. TThen we think of the world as it is
today — a democracy where all sorts and conditions of men mingle —
we appreciate somewhat the grave problems which confront the child.
The ideal is to unite these two experiences, that from living in the
school situation the child gains a better understanding of others —
their feelings, motives, desires — and then continues to enlarge his
experience in daily contacts outside. This, indeed, means a continuous
and strengthened social development.
In the formal school the child was left to acquire his social
understandings without the school walls. Maintenance of a passive ex-
terior in school left little opportunity for the social intercourse
during the regular session. But now we recognize the situation within
the school walls as the very place where the understanding of other
individuals may best be learned. Here the teacher may definitely guide
to finer appreciations. With her keener knowledge of the value of group
experience, she is cognizant that the school situation may indeed become
the life situation where sharing and equality of opportunity are real.
The old aim of preparing for future living no longer meets the require-
ments of a modern democracy. Happiness is desirable here and now, and
entirely apart from any frivolous sense, is indeed a worthy aim. That
wholesome attitudes of childhood influence largely the happiness of
^May Hill, Director of Kindergarten-Primary Education, Western Reserve
University, "Your Child and Other Children", Parents tfeigazine, VII,
(Iferch, 1952), p. 18.
•t
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later years, is well stated in the following quotation: "Since success
in life is very largely dependent upon abilities to get along happily
with people, and since these abilities are fairly well directed during
early childhood, it is essential that early companionship be such as to
direct them along wholesome lines. Young children need companions of the
right sort in order that tney may live most happily and most completely
as young children and thereby learn to live happy and complete lives
as older children, as adolescents, and as adults.''^
DSFIiaTIQN OF SOCIAL DSVaLQPLI£I-jT
To define exactly what is meant by social development, it is
necessary to think of "social" as referring to two or more persons.
The very word implies exchange or participation — a sharing for the
common weal. In contrast to anything concrete or physical, social
must refer to the more intangible and spiritual, the attitudes between
people, their ideas and feelings. Through associations and relation-
ships these attitudes change. Not only does the individual profit by
this sharing with others, but tne whole level of the group may be raised.
Such a growth is the true meaning of'\ievelopment*'. The individual and
group, through concerted action, move gradually and progressively to-
ward the desired goal. In any association there exists an increasing
strength because of unity. This is the result of the endeavors of all
members directed toward definite standards. A common purpose is shared
by all, making possible the growth of the individual as he participates
in the enlarged attainments of the group. About this very interchange
of relationship M. P. Follett says, "We are making our environment anew
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all the time, but that environment is at the same time recreating us."^
CHARA.CTERISTICS COMv!OI^i TO ALL
Certain character traits found in all people are naturally
developed as the result of this intermingling. They receive their
impetus from group situations and are measured in relation to their
serviceableness in such associations. The desire for approval is very
evident, and especially strong in the young. Often this characteristic
has been greatly distorted through misuse in the case of little chil-
dren where, in the family situation, "showing off for admiring adults
is countenanced. Rightly controlled, the desire for approval affects
the exertion of the child*s best efforts; wrongly guided, it leads to
unhealthy competition. However, with the tendency to suggestibility
as an ally, honest striving under right influences means self-control
inwardly and outwardly.
Another characteristic common to young chiliren is their
plasticity. Strongly affected by those about them, they are in the
process of development. Though conditioned by home life, they are
acquiring adjustments to others in this new experience. This learning
can best take place by careful guidance tovmri acceptable group ideals
and standards. His immature age, lack of experience, affectionate
responses to adults, satisfaction in being approved by mates — all aid
in assisting the teacher to guide him toward definite social behavior
patterns.
The child's desire to be active cannot be overlooked in es-
timating his assets. He has been considered in an "individualistic"
i
M. P. Follett, "Creative Experience", p 128.
•
stage before entering kindergarten, but now his -very desire to move about
promotes aui encourages intercourse with others, thereby giving rise to
a better understanding of their ideas and feelings. Observing the ac-
tivity of others, he desires to join. At once he is compelled to make
the distinction between "mine" and "thine", your share and his share.
The ready willingness to imitate prompts the child to learn the
more acceptable as well as the less acceptable behavior of those about
him. Of the two types of imitation, the simple reflex and the purpose-
ful, the teacher may make special use of the latter, since through it
there is a conscious striving in the attempt to do what is seen in some
one else. He assumes the feelings of another as he plays the part. This
experience of trying out what others are doing, so often seen in dramatic
play of children, brings with it deeper understanding and better meaning.
In addition to these more usual characteristics of children,
it must be remembered that differences in the social ability of indi-
viduals are marked. Intelligence testing has made great contributions
both in disclosing differences in mental equipment and in indicating
the need of better adapted procedures for meeting these problems. No
such definite material is available for determining each child's level
in his social development; particularly is this true of young children.
However intangible the actual measurement may be, that differences in
social adaptability do occur is certain. To illustrate, two outstanding
studies whicn have come under the writer's own observation might be
recorded at this point.
Jane comes from intelligent parents, well along in middle
life, primarily interested in her intellectual development. She comes

to the group situation unaccustomed to playing with those of her own age,
used to being consulted about anything she is expected to do. Tense,
slight, underweight, she is tall for her age. Her reaction to others
about her is extremely unfriendly. An approaching child arouses her com-
bative tendencies although his intentions as a mere onlooker may have
been of the kindest. The slap is accompanied by, "I don't like you."
Toward authority she resents any request to conform. Often she is heard
to ask, when her own wishes are opposed, *'Why don't you have a school
where I can do as I please?" If every other child conforms to the rule
of waiting in the usual formation until all are ready to go upstairs,
she rushes ahead, saying, "But why should I wait for anybody else?"
With this thoroughly non-cooperative attitude toward all suggestions
contrary to her own personal desires, she presents a strongly individu-
al problem, cutting herself off from the benefits derived from social
intercourse. No one would doubt the extremely difficult handicap under
which this child began her life in the social group. It might be added
that after about three months of such anti-social behavior on her part,
she gradually learned that she could enjoy those about her. By giving
her opportunities for helping first one and anotner, she has gradually
become a friendly ally of the teacher. Toward comrades, she is tolerant
and even helpful at times. In place of suggesting contrary action on
the part of some one else who refuses to cooperate, she now suggests
right action in compliance with group behavior. Although on certain
days she reverts to her foimer non-cooperative self, for the most part
she is a willing and helpful member of the group.
In direct contrast with Jane is I/Iary. The latter, the oldest
of three children, apparently by disposition and home influence, comes

to the group eager to cooperate, to help others, to take her pla'ce as a
staunch upholder of regulations ani right behavior. Constantly receiving
approbation from others, she flourishes as one who is happy, controlled,
and able to set the example. Well-poised, she often supples the desira-
ble point of view, such as, "^.Vhy do you keep us all waiting?" or, "I
should think he'd do as you asked."
In the first case, home with its oversolicitous attitude left
a mark; in the second, sharing, caring for others younger, and responding
to happy, understanding parents, left an equally indelible effect.
OTHER ALLIED STUDIES
•
Miss Amelia McLester, Assistant Professor of Education, University
of Virginia, and Supervisor of Rural Schools in Albemarle County, Virginia,
has written recently a book entitled, "The Development of Character Traits
in Young Children'*. This book has certain characteristics*," ommon with
the present discussion. Her aim — "To show how one teacher tried to
meet the problem of helping a certain group of children to become more
socialminded, how she endeavored to broaden their sympathies, to make
them sensitive to the welfare of the other people of their small world,
and how she tried to help them to a more intelligent understanding of
the reasons that certain acts are approved and others disapproved by
society today""'" — is indeed identical with a part of the foregoing.
She maintains that the teacher is instrumental in securing acceptable
conduct in her group, ani proceeds to illustrate this with definite
examples.
Whereas her work does not trace the progress which has been
made in this direction through past years as this tnesis aims to lo,
^Amelia McLester, "The Development of Character Traits in Young
Children", p. 38.

she does explain very carefully her reasons for believing desirable
cha^i'acter traits can be developed.
One outstanding difference between her work and this lies in
the fact that she was dealing with children from six to ten years of
age, instead of kindergarten age. Her whole book is both clearly and
interestingly written, giving principles, concrete examples, and outcomes.
Although Mss McLester's book corresponds more nearly in purpose
and in treatment with this present discussion, one other study in the
field should be mentioned as somewhat related.
In this, "A Study of Values of the Free Activity Period in the
Kindergarten", the author, I'iss Esther Stone, dra?/s certain definite
conclusions from her records which she kept, portraying the extent of the
social intercourse of individual children during the free play period in
her kindergarten. Under these conditions, the children's natural, un-
restrained reactions were recorded, thus giving some clue as to the degree
of social adaptability of each child.
From these records sne concludes, "It evidently takes five year
old children about ten or twelve weeks to form good social habits, to
show appreciation of and interest in school work."
Facts regarding the evidence of social traits are compared with
the I. Q.'s of these individual children. Making a comparison, she says,
"It does not always follow in habit scores that tne cnild with the high-
est I. Q. receives the highest score."
From her knowledge of the individual children in her group,
she asserts that two prime factors in influencing social development
are nome training and emotional reaction.
r
Recognizing the place which the kindergarten may serve in
establishing desirable social habits, yet convinced of the differences
regardless of the individual I. Q. 's, Ivliss Stone draws this conclusion,
"The findings indicate further that the free activity period in the
kindergarten has ccane to stay until we find a better; because the great
life habits desired by the people of a democracy such as, initiative,
self-control, i-esponsibility, concentration, good habits, cooperation,
originality, etc. are developed ani grow under this type of activity.
The free activity period develops the habits ani skills that make it
possible to realize these objectives,""^
That another person has discovered through experiment what many
kindergarteners hope to be true only strengthens their determination to
search even farther. With her stuly as a starting point, others may
well aspire to achieve successful methods for gaining tne greater social
development of the child.
iisther Stone, "A Study of Values of the Free Activity Period in the
iQndergarten"
,
(Master's Thesis, University of Denver, 19E9 )
.
(
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CHAPTER II ~ THE KINDERGARTEIT AS A SOCIAL SITUATION
HISTORICAL BACKGROUliD OF PRESSI-IT PRACTIC2
A real understanding of what the present-day kindergarten
offers can be realized only with due consideration of wnat its founder,
Friederick Froebel, advocated in his plans for the education of children
along social lines.
Ambiguous as his writings are, clothed in obscure and involved
language, yet they do express througnout a profound reverence for the
individual. In his works, Froebel claims that each individual is es-
sentially good and has within him possibilities for growtn toward the
Eternal Good. Anyone who reals his "Education of Ivlan'* and his "Mother
Play" must gain a respect for the man who saw the Divine Law working
through all, both nature and man, who believed education to be the effort
to leal man gradually but progressively toward God. Education takes
place in daily living as the individual strives in his particular de-
velopment toward the Divine Unity.
It is safe to say that Froebel was both a mystic and idealist.
With his deep reverence for the individual, with his theories upheld by
untiring demonstrations, he won many people to a greater appreciation
of tne value of the child. Since he stressed so convincingly the
spiritual growth, his example became a driving zeal in the lives of
many followers.
Turning to his views on social development, and quoting John
Dewey regarding Froebel' s beliefs we find, "that the primary business
of the school is to train children in cooperative and mutually helpful
living; to foster in them the consciousness of mutual interdependence;
fc
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and to help them practically in making the adjustments that will carry
this spirit into overt deeds. "-^
Three different phases of Froebel*s work aim to bear directly
upon the fulfillment of these underlying theories. First, certain plays
found in "Mottoes ani Commentaries of Froebel's 'lifother Play*" primarily
intended to help the child through picture, song and finger play to a
better conception of relationship toward others, members of his family,
and workers of the world on whom we are all dependent. The second is
found in the provision made for the playing of games together as members
of a kindergarten group. The third, through outdoor experiences in
gardening, all are to work together toward a common end.
To illustrate the first of these three ways, one play, "The
Flower Basket", might be explained in detail. Here, in the picture,
the father is seen in the distance busily engaged in writing, presum-
ably for the children's enjoyment. In the foreground, the children with
their motner are picking flowers for the basket v/hich is intended as a
present for their father. Thus is expressed, through picture and an
accompanying song, the thought that each in proportion to his special
ability is contributing something for another's pleasure. The children,
through their own conscious efforts strive to express their love and
gratitude in a concrete way. On the other hand, the father at his ma-
turer age gives what he is able for his children.
This is but one of several plays — "The Family J "happy Brothers
and Sisters" — in which Froebel tried to lead the child out of his own
inner life experience into a wider and wider understanding of relation-
ships, "The Little Gardener", stressing duty and responsibility, "The
Carpenter", "Wheelwright", "The Blacksmith" and others, showing
'John Dewey, "School and Society", p, ill.
*c
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interdependence in the world, all illustrate Froebel*s appreciation of
the need for enlarging and expanding sympathies of the child beyond im-
mediate surroundings to the larger sphere of relationships.
In regard to his second means of stressing social development,
no better picture could be given than tne description of the 'Children's
Festival at Alenstein", described by tiadam Von Marenholz-Bulow, Froebel's
most distinguished disciple. She describes the scene as three hundred
children gathered, marching from neighboring towns, decked with garlands
into the village of Alenstein. The spectators — mothers, fathers,
grandparents — were deeply impressed by the sight of so many happy,
joyous children playing in unison such games as his "Pigeon House" and
"The Birds' Nest". "I'/hen someone spoke to Froebel about the beauty of
the plays, Froebel replied, 'Yes, that is the uniting power of play
whicn blesses and exalts children, and even grown people. Real human
joy is only a divine worship, for it is ordered by God,'"^ In this
quotation we see at once both the unifying significance which Froebel
felt lay in children's play, as well as the religious significance which
so permeates all his work.
The third plan for social development finds realization in the
nature study and gardening out-of-doors. Froebel tells how each child
has his own tool, and aids in the community garden. Mr. Bowen has ex-
pressed the value of this experience as Froebel saw it, when he says,
"If, besides individual work, children are given work — such as garden-
ing — to do in common a sense of mutual responsibility and fellowship
in duty will still further be exercised."^
^Baroness B. Von Ifarenholz-Bulow, "Reminiscences of Friedrich Froebel",
p. 116.
2h. Courthope Bowen, "Froebel", p. 116.
(
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That this social phase of the child* s development was not over-
looked is evident. As we consider later developments in kindergarten
education we shall see that what has followed is but the outgrowth of
these first expressions of the nineteenth century.
It is but natural that the followers of Froebel should have
adopted his system for the social development of the chill as well as
his ideals. Thus it was that in America the kindergarten practice,
namely, the daily study of these Mother Plays, and playing of prescribed
games, ani the carrying on of gardening to a limited degree, resulted
in a complete reproduction of the pattern set in Germany by Froebel.
The idealism was captivating, and the appeal for the help of little
children in this country where industrialism had created crowded city
districts, so won the sentiments of many philanthropic women that to
follow Froebel unquestioningly was the usual practice. From 1850, the
founding of the first kindergarten for English-speaking children in
Boston by llss Elizabeth Peabody, until the newer philosophy of Dewey,
the cnild study movement led by G. Stanley Hall, and courageous ex-
perimenters in the fieli stirred teachers to a searching overhauling of
theory and practice, the American kindergarten remained a reproduction
of the German school.
CHAIIGING THOUGHT REGAI^DE.T, THE EDUCATION OF
YOUNG CHILDREN FOR SECURING SOCIAL GROWTH
For guidance in progressive thinking the kindergartener is
deeply indebted to John Dewey. It was he who "at the University of
Chicago from 1894 to 1904 ....ignited the first flame of the current
education revolution. In contrast to the usually accepted formal
^Harold Rugg and Ann Shumaker, "The Child-Centered School", p. 37.
I
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education then prevalent, he, in 1896, started a truly experimental school,
throwing over both the conventional methods of teaching and the conven-
tional setting; with its rigid school furniture. His essays now published
as the book "School and Society" gave a new concept of education.
In appreciation of Dr. Dewey, and coupling with his name that
of G. Stanley Hall as a leader in the study of the nature and needs of
the pre-school child, Patty Hill says, "'7e owe a debt of gratitude to
both of these men for the timely criticisms, both constructive and de-
structive, given freely to those who were sufficiently courageous to
attempt to launch a reconstructed curriculum for young children,""^
The doctrine of activity had already found expression in
Froebel's philosophy of education, but had been interpreted to mean the
child's activity following closely the teacher's direction. It remained
for some one else to interpret this principle in a new light.
According to Dewey's theory, therefore, the life of the school
was to be active, not passive; the children were to work, not merely to
listen. In place of the accepted theory of education as a preparation
for tne future, he believed in the value of experience here and now as
a reconstructing process. Probably more truly with the five year old
child than with the older child is vital experience a requirement for
full meaning. '.That other people have written can be understood only as
it is related to actual experience of the child. As Dr. Dewey says,
"His horizon is not large; an experience must come immediately home to
him, if he is to be sufficiently interested to relate it to others and
seek theirs in return. And yet the egoistic and limited interest of
little children is in this manner capable of indefinite expansion."
^Mary M. Reed and Lula E. Wright, "The Beginnings of the Social Sciences"
Introduction by Patty Hill, p. Y.
2John Dewey, "School and Society", p. 43.
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The child, his interests and abilities, became the new center,
displacing the logical arrangement of subject matter. With the child*
s
interests as the starting point, the new curriculum evolved. "A real
motive behind" and a "real outcome ahead" became the true purpose of
tne children's activities. Thus life, for its own sake, was to be
realized.
The social aim of education dominated the new situation.
Freedom witnin the school room and interchange of thought were emphasized
as essential to a true democratic society. In contrast to the accustomed
situation where the aim is the "acquirement of mere learning", resulting
in no obvious social motive, was the new democratic situation. Here the
society is bound together "because they (the children) are working along
common lines, in a common spirit, and with reference to common aims.
The common needs and aims demand a growing interchange of thought and
growing unity of sympathetic feeling."^
In speaking of the influence of this man, it has been said that
as director of the School of Education of Chicago, he won national fame.
And further, "It was in this experience that he came to formulate prin-
ciples of democratic occupational instruction which have revolutionized
education practice in America, and influenced many teachers in Europe
and Asia,"
From this awakening to a better realization of what the education-
al situation may offer, there spread gradual changes in practice through
a few of the more progressive kindergartens. Throughout the country,
there was a breaking away from the traditional "gifts" and "occupations"
of Froebel by such people as Miss Ann Bryan, In Louisville, Kentucky
^John Dewey, "School and Society", p, 11,
2The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th Edition, Vol. VII, p. 297.
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in 1887, she opened a training school which encouraged experimentation.
Patty anith Hill, one of her students, introduced meaning into the work
with the "gifts". Children were given a purpose for what they did.
The progressive kindergarteners were questioning Froebel's
principle of development which said that, "The content of all his (the
child's) future development is latent in the new-born child," and "'It
is the life destiny and life work of all things to unfold their essence,
hence their divine being, and therefore the Divine Unity itself.'"^
This questioning took place as the result of Dewey's new interpretation
of development as "not the unfolding of an inner potentiality, but
rather it itself is life. Therefore it has no end beyond itself, no
predetemiined goal." This difference between Froebel and Dewey could
not but result in directing the teachers' attention away from the system
which in its very logical structure was supposed to follow the child in
his gradual unfolding, to the child himself as he manifested his powers,
his interests, his desires in daily practice. According to Froebel, his
latent powers will unfold; according to Dewey, he has powers which need
use for greater growth. With Froebel, education is a passive following
of development; with Dewey, as a "social process, education is concerned
with the conscious guidance of growth, a selection, among natural im-
pulses, of those best adapted to the social situation."
The gradual acceptance of these modern theories meant displacing
the Froebelian system of carefully planned, sequential materials with a
greater variety of constructive materials whica could be used in the ex-
pression of actual child interests.
^Ilse Forest, "Preschool Education". A historical and Critical Study, p. 180.
2lbid., p. 180/
^Ibid., p. 181.
cc
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Blocks were used, yes, but blocks large and strong enough for
real houses, stimulating play in groups in place of the miniature houses
built of Froebel*s one-inch cubes, which in no way stimulated actual
play situations. These larger materials aid the child directly in the
reconstruction of his life experiences. His interests lead him now into
fuller expression of home and community life as he knows it.
Thus in the early years of the twentieth century, changes were
taking place, changes in the conception of what education really is and
changes in materials so that self-activity and child interest as the
point of departure might be realized. It took such a striking leader
as Madam Mbntessori to stir the adventurous American kindergarteners
into making known the results of experiments which were springing up
throughout this country.
In 1912, when Madam Montessori's work in her Italian "Houses
of Childhood" became known to the American public through certain ar-
ticles in the '*McClure*s Magazine", a very real stir was caused among
kindergarteners. To be sure, experiments in the field had been carried
on in different parts of our own country by a few braver souls. Patty
Hill says, in referring to the new publications of Montessori's work,
"Unfortunately, after this we kindergarteners somewhat shamefacedly
turned back to study the records of experiments of liKe nature made a
decade earlier in this country, only to discover that valuable as many
of these were for present-day study, they had languished and died for
want of appreciation and demand."^ She goes on to say, "As far back as
1896-99, Dr. Frederic Burk carried out one of the most significant and
scientific experiments ever made in the kindergarten field. At the
time, tne record of it met with a chilly reception, on the whole;
^Frederic Burk and Caroline F. Burk, "A Study of the Kindergarten Problem"
Second Edition, with Introduction by Patty S. Hill, p. VI.
c4
nay, more, it was stamped with the vehement disapproval of the greatest
kindergarten authorities of the day and pronounced heretical and danger-
ously radical,"^ Other experiments which had taken place are John
Dewey's and Miss Ann Bryan's with one of her graduates, Miss Scates, in
1900. To quote Kiss Hill further, "Valuable as this was it, too, is out
of print."^ At Teachers' College, Columbia, still another "radical ex-
periment" was being tried out at the Horace Mann Kindergarten.
7/hy tiadam Montessori's work with her views on liberty met with
such overwhelming approval when these similar experiments were so little
valued is indeed hard to understand. That she caused an upheaval in the
kindergarten world there is no question. Perhaps it might be ventured
that enough of the criticism was prevalent here to allow for the ac-
ceptance of these radically new ideas and practices in this country.
At any rate, a consideration of her theories and practices will show
now different they were from tne usual foimal kindergarten in this country.
First, in regard to ideas — Ifontessori's understanding of
schoolroom procedure is based upon her theory of discipline. She be-
lieves that the child learns by moving about, conducting himself in a
socially acceptable way rather than by being controlled by the teacher.
This, she says, is preparing him "not for the school, but for life."*^
In advocating freedom of this type, she recognizes both individual needs
and the individual progress which comes through contacts. As she says,
"It's remarkable how clearly individual differences show themselves if
we proceed in this way; the child, conscious and free, reveals himself."^
This type of teaching lays a new emphasis on the teacher's
part in the situation. She becomes an observer or guide, stimulating,
-'-Frederic Burk and Caroline F. Burk, op. cit,, p. VI.
2lbid., p. VII.
•^Maria Montessori , "The Montessori Method", p. 87.
^Ibid., p. 95.
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suggesting, inhibiting when necessary. As compared with the more formal
type of teacher, this one places herself in mucn less a position of
compelling authority.
These ideas necessitate chane^e in practice. In place of the
groups of individuals acting together under teacher-planned instruc-
tion, we find each child engaged with his own particular problem.
The didactic material — wooden frames for buttoning and tying, the
long and short stair, pink cubes and insets — allow each to select his
own lesson and complete it alone. Independence is realized in the
responsibility required of each child who takes his own work, completes
it, and returns it to its place. Looking at this from a social point
of view and omitting criticism from the educational aspect, it is easy
to understand how tne individual child grows in being allowed free in-
tercourse with those about him. In this situation which she advocated,
the social development of the child was becoming more nearly realized.

SI-
CHAPTER III — THE MODERN KI1nT)ERGARTEI>[
IKFLUSNCE OF TEE NE7/ IDSAC IN CKAIIGIIIG
PRACTICES IN THE MODERN KINDERGARTEN
With the spread of the newer conceptions of education embodied
in such phraseology as "child interest", "child initiative versus teacher
initiative", "the active school", "creative self-expression", changing
practices grow imperative.
As in Froebel*s work, modern practices provide two sources for
tne fulfillment of social aims. First, corresponding to the study of
the workers (the blacksmith, wheelwright and others) in Froebel's pro-
gram, is the development of activity along community life interests of
the child. Recent courses of study in Social Science revel in a great
variety of units dealing with sucii topics. The teacher's objectives
become, first to give "an understanding of one's environment — near and
far — tne activities of tne people of the earth, their customs, tneir
institutions, their industries, their means of transportation, tneir
standards of living.""^ In the second place, corresponding to Froebel's
play experience within the group, is tne development which results from
the interchange of group ideas, tne setting of group standards from
shared experiences. In these daily contacts, the goal is "the cultiva-
tion of higher and higher motives to prompt civic conduct;" and "the
continuous development of civic traits and habits which characterize
2good citizenship."
The tendency is to replace the teacher-planned program by one
based on child interests. The teacher stuiies her particular group to
Ij&ry M. Reed and Lula S. ',Vright, "The Beginnings of Social Science",
p. 29.
2lbid., p. 59.
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discover those interests aroused through pre-school experiences. She
must also become cognizant of the resources of her vicinity that she may
lead her group into wider knowledge and deeper appreciation of its im-
mediate neighborhood. To illustrate, (in a given locality) children are
already somewhat familiar with the local grocery store which supplies
home needs; with the florist's shop, the post office, the fire station.
It remains for the teacher to make the meaning of these public services
more real in the lives of the children.
How the individual group members are afforded social develop-
ment is given adequate consideration in the more pertinent discussion
of the several periods of the day's program.
During the morning work period, usually fifty minutes in
length, the children are given opportunity for expression. Ideas and
thoughts become active through the media of such concrete material as
clay, blocks, paint, crayons, wood, and boxes. The thinking which takes
place may not only utilize impressions gained through earlier experience,
but may also relate to new interests by proper teacher-guidance. Growth
toward wider knowledge comes gradually with the child's experience. For
example, a common topic, "the importance of the postman in our lives,
and the central post office as a community service," might stimulate one
chili to construct from paper the postman's hat, or his bag, and it might
stimulate several others to construct the post office. Differences in
understanding, in ability, in interest, will effect a desirable variety
of expressions. Through the combination of the several contributions,
enhanced by the teacher's presentation of vivid experience through song,
picture and excursion, the unit of thinking evolves. "It is the teacher's
job to cooperate and to guide in the carrying on of the projects or
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centers of interest so that there is a gradual growth in the mastery of
skills and a development of subject matter that is reasonably ordered."-^
Inevitably the children understand more fully our need of the post
office in communicating with friends, and appreciate the faithfulness
of the postman in making daily rounds. Evidence of such feelings is
apparent in the child- like remark made to a visiting postman, '*Gee, you
certainly have to know an awful lot, don't you?**
No group of individuals can work together without gaining
greater understanding of eacn other's feelings and rights, ifeterials
must be shared, cared for so tnat others may use them, returned to their
proper places. Situations arise where one group needs a portion of
another's blocks; where the tracks with the oncoming train lie directly
in the path of those who are desirous of painting at the easels. Such
situations, as well as numerous others of a similar nature, call for
amicable settlements of "property rights". Thus, within the experience
itself lies the very opportunity for growth in desirable character traits.
In no other phase of the work is "the active" school more nearly
realized than in the time given over to excursions, A sight of the real
thing means definite gain in knowledge and appreciation. There is no
substitute for this type of learning. Every community is rich in educa-
tive material for enriching the children's lives. Again quoting such
able authorities as Mss Reed and Miss Wright of Teacher's College,
Columbia, we find an estimation of the type of teaching. "Such activi-
ties must necessarily have their influence in leading to thinking that
is creative not passive, in developing attitudes of understanding not
indifference, in achieving what is socially useful rather than personally
profitable."^
Hlary M, Reed and Lula E. Wright, "The Beginnings of the Social Sciences",
p. 12. 23.
f(
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It is of interest to note in the "Research Bulletin of the
International Kindergarten Union", excursions as a part of schoolroom
practice are not peculiar to this country alone. In Germany from the
kindergarten through the secondary schools children are taken on trips
varying in length from one day to two weeks. Beryl Parker writes,
"Even the smallest children are taken on all-day excursions repeatedly.
During tue surtiriier months in northern Germany while schools were in
session, every morning, rain or shine, I encountered groups from some
Warteschule or kindergarten on the city railway that carried them out
to a spacious park."-^ And of other countries, she writes, "School ex-
cursions are commonplace now in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Czecho-
slovakia, and Denmark. The same tendencies appear, but with less
2frequency in England, Holland, Belgium, and France."
Of even greater importance than the widened vision through
community contacts is the growth within the children themselves. No
group can unite for a single purpose without formulating 'rules to govern
group action. Thus, "keeping together", "waiting until signalled to
cross a street", "walking with a partner throughout the entire time"
become necessary controls to behavior. The welfare of all is dependent
upon the cooperation of each member of the group in obeying rules. "Each
child should be made to feel responsibility for his own safety and that
of the entire group." And in addition to the learning of group respon-
sibility is the learning of respect and courtesy which should govern
behavior in public. Thanking those who extend courtesy to the group
comes naturally.
^Beryl Parker, "Studies in Environment", p. 5.
fibid., p. 6.
^Ibid., p. 20.
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As has already been stated, Froebel attached considerable
significance to children's play as a means of social development. His
plan was for a representative type of play. Children were taught to
follow the teacher in expressing, through motion and song, some aspect
of nature or some characteristic movement of the workers of the communi-
ty. Following this given pattern the type of exercise became stereo-
typed through constant repetition, and drill.
In contrast to this, the modem kindergartener considers the
child the starting point. She encourages dramatic plays witn or v/ithout
toys, urges individual "free" play on apparatus, and introduces some
simpler traditional plays.
The first of the social aims — to "develop an understanding
of one's environment" — may be realized through such toys as trains,
boats, dolls, and animals. With these, children dramatize adult activi-
ties, and so learn to understand social relationships within the community.
For example, dolls suggest home- life situations in which the duties of
family members may be dramatized; toy animals stimulate expression of
farm life as a source of supply for family needs.
The second of the social aims — "the continuous development
of civic traits and habits which characterize good citizenship" — is
made the objective of other forms of play which the kindergartener pro-
vides. At first of a simple type, as play alone or in small groups,
children's plays develop into an increasingly organized form, so that
by the middle of tne school year, all are able to join the group play
with understanding and self-control. It is only by the teacher's
adaptation of play to cnild needs, that recognition of a leader.
*i
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waiting one*s turn, playing fair, cooperating, learning to formulate
necessary group regulations, may be the real outcome of tiie play expe-
rience. Patty Hill has said: "V/hile social meaning is not evident in
the activities themselves, much social adjustment is required when these
are utilized in social play.""^
The assembly period becomes a significant situation for the
promotion of tne social aims of education. Y/ith the new type of hand-
work each contributes his best effort toward a group product. Now there
is definite need for the exchange of ideas regarding achievement. No
child can work entirely by, and for, himself. Standards of workmanship
are upheld by the stimulus of group approval. This coming together for
encouragement and helpful criticism means that interchange of thought
which is essential for growth. At such a time, learning to wait one's
turn, seeing the good in another's product, suggesting a fitting "next
step" to be taken, are most desirable social outcomes.
Another form of assembly period is the lunch hour. Here again
the group as a whole gathers for a common purpose. Courtesy in waiting
for all to be served, sharing some interesting experience, contributing
to the group thinking from personal experience - means a deepened social
feeling.
The fatigue which comes from group stimulation, plus the almost
incessant activity of the five year old child, makes imperative the ad-
dition of a period for rest and relaxation in the kindergarten program.
In no other period of the day is the child required to consider his
neighbor more. It is difficult for a child to practice cessation of
activity, complete relaxation of tired muscles for his own sake and for
^Charlotte G. Garrison, "Permanent Play Materials for Young Children",
Introduction by Patty S. Hill, p. XII.
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the sake of the chili beside him. Usually the need is felt by the adult
rather than the child who prefers to continue his active play. Therefore
the ability to relax has to be acquired gradually as children learn self-
control and consideration for others. The teacher can only create the
restful atmosphere; the child himself must learn to relax.
TEACHER'S PART IN GUIDAJslCE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPfM^
Through the natural intermingling of children of five years of
age, though it is fair to presiame that some sort of understanding of each
other may be ensured, the teacher's part in guiding and directing toward
definite goals is an extremely important one. With her, lies the respon-
sibility for right social development. From her experience in life, know
ledge of desirable social behavior, and acquaintance with the social
maturity of her children, the teacher may with larger vision, definitely
plan for improvement. To eliminate the teacher in the situation means
that the greatest opportunities for growth afforded by the educational
situation are defeated. In reference to subject matter, the teacher's
influence will always include her ability to utilize children's interests
in leading toward the integration of their experiences. In reference to
conduct, her influence is felt by her daily example and in those ideals
which she aims to inculcate. Since "the child has the capacities which
make it possible in any particular case to take one attitude or another,"
the opportunities for direction seem well assured.
Dr. Bagley has said, "An ideal can be strengthened and sustained
only by a cultivation of the specific habits that form its concrete ex-
2pression." Selecting, then, those ideals which seem possible of attain-
ment at this age, the teacher's aim becomes one of fixing them as habits
^Frank N. Freeman, "How Children Learn", p. 100.
*^Amelia McLester, "The Development of Character Traits in Young Children"
p. 98.
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in the lives of her particular group.
Though it is a well-established fact that habits may become so
mechanical as to limit the child to automatic response for its own sake,
when considered in a broader sense, they may mean automatic responses
which do not cripple but leal to something finer. It is this larger
meaning which Mr. Hartshorne realized when he said, '^Habits are virtues
according as they set one on his way."^ Though temporary needs call for
emphasis on those habits whicn seem imperative at the time, in order to
secure better results in group living, tne following list suggests the
type of habits from which a selection might be made: cooperation, con-
sideration for others, sympathy, self-control, ability to lead in the
group, responsibility, obedience to law, courtesy, a democratic attitude
toward others, ability to follow in the group, and willingness to listen
while others are talking. It is always difficult to interpret the exact
meaning of any one of these terms. Is it the outward manifestation of
the desirable which is sougnt? Or is this or that characteristic desira-
ble if gained through tne teacher's compulsion primarily? Or must the
trait always be shown in all classroom situations? Hov/ does the partic-
ular situation influence the individual's response in this respect? To
define more nearly what is meant two things mi^ht be mentioned as essen-
tial. First, it is important that the child should strive consciously
toward accomplishing tne desired trait, and second, it is important that
however strong the child is in a certain respect, he should aim always
for a greater gain in this direction.
Perhaps of even greater importance than a selection of desirable
habits for which to strive, is the consideration of how the teacher may
^Hugh Hartshorne, "Character in Human Relations", p. 131.
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hope to gain the desired results. In other words, by what methods is
she to lead her children?
In the upper grades more objective discussions of desirable
traits ma^ be found helpful. Or again, setting up codes of right
behavior may instill a desire on tne children's part to strive toward
tuose iieals. Still other metnods are found in the awarding of badges
or tne keeping of records of the cnildren's successes. Literature which
depicts high moral standards has always been a source of influencing
action, tnough tnis remains in the less tangible realm of teaching,
With the younger child, none of these means seems wholly ade-
quate. Since at five years of age, we are primarily working with chil-
dren who are learning through doing, the practicing of right conduct
in daily living becomes the essential objective of all teaching. In
sucn situations which the teacher knows she may use, the members of the
group are faced with their own problem. It is a life situation and
therefore full of meaning for all. Patty Hill has stated well the sig-
nificance of the actual situation as the starting point when she says:
"Guidance to be effective must be a leading-on process — a directive
measure starting in the child's own sincere, honest point of view,
whether good or ill,... Simply to reprove in the light of one's own
standards of right and wrong may do more harm than good."-^ It becomes
"the intelligent use of the actual experience of a group of children
in such a way that their behavior is raised to a higher plane.
To not only select standards for her group but to direct chil-
dren so that they acquire habits of acceptable social reaction, the
teacher should practice those principles common to all good teacning.
'Melia McLester, "The Development of Character Traits in Young Children"
Introduction by Patty S. Hill, p. XI.
^Ibid., p. Eo.
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First among these principles to be considered are the laws
governing habit formation. When any one of these habits is found
wanting, the time is right for definite teaching to take place. Since
no dependence can be placed upon transfer of learning there is no
question of postponement for better results but rather when the im-
mediate difficulty presents itself, then is trie significant moment for
beginning teaching along the desired line. At this age the very fact
that the span of attention is short, the fact that cnildren's plasticity
is marked, lead to tne need for immediate action. Undesirable habits
may be checked and redirected. Therefore, to make a right beginning,
arousing interest to the desired end, and enlisting concerted action
becomes the first step.
The second principle, that of use as a necessary feature in
habit formation, requires that provision for and directed practice be
given for clear concepts. Little is gained in talking about preferred
behavior, but mucn is gained by practicing right behavior. At the same
time that practice in the right direction is taking place, those less
acceptable expressions of behavior are becoming weaker through disuse,
rhey will gradually disappear by the substitution of the preferred ex-
pressions.
But no right behavior is gained by one example alone. There- •
fore, follow-up work is needed. No new habit is gained for permanent
possession unless future opportunities to practice desirable conluct
are given to fix the habit.
The principle of satisfaction as accompanying desirable conduct
requires the need of both the teacner's approval ani that of tne group.
Gradually, group consciousness and group ideals become controlling
f
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forces in each child* s life, guiding toward wiser choices. Not only is
it necessary to build on felt needs, but to work for child cooperation
in the establishment of any specific habit. If we would not only over-
come the present difficulty, but also would teach children to gain
power and judgment in reaching satisfactory decisions, we must consider
their attitudes as a major part of teaching. Chili adjustment is more
than outward compliance; it includes as well inner change. As IVIr. Freeman
has said, "His education should consist in leading him to take the at-
titudes which are desirable."-^
This process of change, which the teacher desires, is of slow
growth. Though children are plastic and in a sense easily led, differ-
ences due to inheritance and to home training prevent in some cases the
immediate change we desire. Quoting Ivliss Edna Dean Baker, President of
the National Kindergarten and Elementary College, Jilvanston, Illinois,
**It is achievement of the individual himself, representing growth within
although we ougnt to add tnat it is an achievement, we think, with
2inheritance."
The foregoing paragraphs touch primarily on principles which
govern teaching. The teacher herself has a very definite place in the
daily situations. Setting aside the fact tnat tne teacher is a skilful
leader of cnildren in the resources of the Social Sciences, we shall
rather consider her position as the adult leader of the group. In the
rooderxi kindergarten, the teacher's position changes from the authorita-
tive person in charge, to tne leader — firm, helpful, discriminating.
Hot only do children need to feel a sense of strength in tne companion-
snip of this older person, but they find satisfaction in tne feeling of
Iprank N. Freeman, "How Children Learn", p. 100.
'^ildna Dean Baker, "The "jTaolesome School ani Character Education",
Childhood Education, Vol. VI, No. 2, (Oct., 1929), p. 51.
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security. There is one among them to whom they can appeal at need which
her presence maintains; there is one among them who understands and in-
dicates the way to finer social outcomes, .'ftiereas the authoritative
teacher, stern in discipline, successfully controlled the outward conduct
of her group, she failed to cause tue inward cnange, which meant self-
control witniu eacn individual. This latter can be accomplished only
by giving children many opportunities for wise choices. Often children
may settle their own disputes; however, she cannot rely wholly upon
their wisdom in such matters. The overbearing child will win his case
over a weaker comcrade, right or wrong, unless the teacher uses a re-
straining hand.
The wise teacher not only considers the personalities of the
members in the group, but also their social maturity. In many cases a
child at home may be expected to respond immediately and unquestioningly
to a parent's wishes; and again intelligent reasons may accompany aiult
requests. The teacher must guide wita a consideration of these social
levels of individuals. The goal — to teach the child wisely to direct
himself in harmony with group standards, to take a share in formulating
those group regulations which serve in the immediate situation — is
reached only as the teacher begins where tne children are, and works to
progressively higher and hit';her levels.
At first, the teacher must set definite standards. To bring
tnirty immature personalities together into a group situation, means
immediate conformity to few rules. Such standards are expressed in,
"We keep from hitting others," or "Each one picks up the scraps around
his own table." In time, tne approval of tne teacher, and later that
II
of the group, exert a control over behavior. But to reach that higher
level of teacner-child partnership in control, the teacher should in-
clude the cailireu in formulating standards for group behavior. As
needs arise, such as planning vjhat rules we shall observe in visiting
tne neighboring fire station, the teacher and children should work to-
gether. It is only in this way that self-conquest, and satisfactory
judgments accompany desirable conduct. From such situations behavior
patterns are developed for future decisions. On the highest level,
tue teacher's reference to the ideal act becomes sufficient to raise a
child's behavior to tne desired standard.

CHAPTER IV — ILLUSTRATIONS OF SITUATIONS 11^ WHICH
THE TEACHER GUIDED TOWARD SOCIAL UNDERSTANDINGS
In order to illustrate the theories of modern practice as
related in Chapter III of this thesis, the writer includes at this
point certain examples; one from her own experience and several con-
tributed by other kindergarteners novi working in the field.
It was considered wise, for tne purpose of presenting results
unified in aim and form, to send the following ^^suggestions" which
would guide tne several teachers in making their records:
I. A description of each child taking part in the exercise, that is,
data regarding:
A. Family situation; number of children, younger or older, de-
pendence upon parent, other members in the family group,
social status of the family.
B. Their (each child's) development at this time; their coopera-
tion, consideration for others, sympathy, self-control, ability
to lead in the group, responsibility, obedience to law, cour-
tesy, attitude toward others, ability to follow in the group,
willingness to listen while others are talking.
C. Experience in group participation other than the family group;
that is, an experience at Sunday School.
D. Handicaps to social development, physical or emotional.
II. A description of tne social situation:
A. Teacher's planning for the social situation; that is, the
type of group experience being carried on, as for instance,
a group discussion of an excursion, or of the accomplishments
of the work period.
B. The results as tne children make responses showing qualities
included in the list under "I B" or a lack of desirable social
qualities. Exact words stated where possible or a full de-
scription.
III. Later evidence of value gained by individuals from the group social
situation as planned by the teacher, as for instance, a distinct
gain in one or more of the qualities suggested under "I B". Later
action or remark passed might indicate that children were applying
previous knowledge gained from the experience.
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An explanation of these '^suggestions'* will help to disclose
the underlying purposes governing the selection of these particular
topics.
In regard to (I) in the outline, this description of each
child taking part in the situation aims to determine the factors which
have led to the child's present level of social development. The family
situation (A) has left its mark. The older brother who teases or pro-
tects, as the case may be, the younger sister who is dependent or ad-
mires, has influenced a child in his understanding of the relationships
between people. The parent may shield an only child, or guide him into
independence. An indulgent aunt or grandparent often complicates the
home situation. At any event, these monbers of the family group set
behavior patterns which a child unconsciously imitates. The family in
favorable social status offers advantages for the development in this
respect which is wholly lacking in homes which do not cooperate in
community affairs.
In (B), those traits are selected which may or may not have
been developed in the child at this time. They suggest desirable social
habits which the teacher may aim to inculcate.
Experience in other groups ^0) as a foundation for further
development, may have helped a child to adjust, to confonn to rules of
the group, to understand others' feelings. The young child who is in-
experienced in this respect often withdraws from associations for many
weeks.
(D) Often a physical handicap acts as an inhibiting influence
upon the desire to associate with others. The emotional handicap is no
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less serious. A cnild with an unstable nervous system is easily over-
stimulated in group situations. The timid child shrinks from others;
the fearful child is equally inhibited. Uncontrolled anger also bars
one from friendly associations.
(II a) From such infomation as the teacher is able to assem-
ble concerning the present level of the cnildren's social development
(I A), she may plan in daily living to raise the level botn of individ-
ual members, and of the group as a whole. Tliis step forward in teaching
cannot be taken adequately without due consideration of points outlined
in (I). But with the necessary information she may expect certain re-
sults, and strive for better development along desired lines.
(B) The measure of success of her teaching will be indicated
by actual responses of the children. Their exact words indicate their
grasp of tne matter and their attitudes regarding it. A "full descrip-
tion" might include responses as shown by behavior.
(Ill) Since the teacher is striving for permanent results,
later evidence of value gained, such as remarks or improved behavior on
any child's part, give proof of successful teaching.
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REGORD COi^TRIBUTiiD BY IvIISS MILDRED BACON
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
SOCIAL DEVELOPLISNT DURING THE HANDWORK PERIOD
Description of each child:
John
A. One of two chiliren. Wrong attitude at home, child taught
rhyme, and parents insist upon visiting school to hear John
recite Baa Baa Black Sheep to the cnildren. John obeys
wnile tears run down his cheeks as he recites.
B.
C.
D. Speecu defect, slight but proves to be a social handicap.
Retarded in social development only.
Paul
A. Oldest of three small children. Splendid cooperation at home.
Report from mother that Paul was having great trouble in social
adjustment and that he was often unhappy when he left home for
school,
B. Afraid in group activities. Unusually loyal and thoughtful in
attitude toward others. Quiet, reliable, having good judgment.
C.
D. Slight lisp in speecn; indifferent, aloof.
Walter
A. Only child. Very poor financial circumstances. Father and
mother separated; mucn domestic trouble. Swedish parentage.
t
B. A new member of the school, coming:, by transfer. Included in
group to see how he reacted to outstanding characteristics of
group and also to give him a feeling of belonging to group in
a satisfactory and quick way.
C.
D. Walter proved to have low mentality when tested but followed
along in ^roup, making an especially good social adjustment in
his play.
Sophie
A. One of three children. Her mother neither understands nor
speaks English. Very happy home life. She has a meager back-
ground fron which to draw; needs to learn new words and ideas
from association with children of better environment.
B. Abundant physical energy makes her a happy addition to any
social group.
G.
D.
Robert
A. At home, he proves to be very entertaining and comical, but he
is not sufficiently controlled in behavior. liis mother says she
is often ashamed of him in public, but he is so comical, he makes
her laugh when she tries to scold him. Father never corrects him.
B, Is mischievous in tne group. Excellent planner but needs group
to pin him down. His own work is careless; needs the approval
or disapproval of tne group. Wlienever corrected, he is very
sorry but forgets it tne next moment wnen he has carelessly caused
more trouble.
1}
t
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C.
D.
Joan
A. One brother much older. Joan is her mother's constant companion.
«
iixcellent home training, spleniil habits, unusual knowledge and
vocabulary. Mother expects too much of Joan, is too exacting.
Joan tries so hard to please her mother that it makes her very
nervous. The verj^ thought of causing her mother displeasure
makes Joan hysterical,
B. Joan is wilful, reasoning lengthy arguments sometimes leaves her
unconvinced. Urges tne teacher to explain much to her that an
ordinary child's judgment would not ask for. She says that if
some of tne otner children knew as much as she does they would
be better off I Unpopular with the children; crying, tattling.
Edmund
A, Youngest of very large family. Shows careless bodily care,
insufficiently clotned. Two brothers in reform school,
B, Very stubborn when corrected, but works hard for praise. Tricky
and disobedient,
C.
D. Undernourished,
II. Description of the social situation:
A. Teacher planning:
This situation as planned by the teacher takes place in the
work period. The material selected is chosen by the teacher
from a variety of materials brought from home. The selection
is made with the idea of certain children working together in
t
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social and industrial groups. However, in this case, the mate-
rials also combine advantageously. Since the materials ani tools
are brought from home, the keenest interest is aroused which
makes the discussion and planning a definite choice of individ-
ual children but also makes a combining of materials with one
object a common interest in mind — children concerned actively
in group activity.
Children's responses:
John: I brought a piece of wood. (A large slab)
Children: You can make a cart. You can make a picture frame.
You can make a table.
John: I want to make a table.
Children: What will it stand on?
Sophie: I have wood in my bag. (Produces two pieces which will
serve splendidly for a stand.
)
Children: We'll have to pull out old nails, smooth it off and
paint it.
Robert: I know a story that will help. I will bring my new
tool box and get the wood ready to paint.
Children: We'll let John paint it because he brought it.
Sophie: I'll paint my wood.
Children: 0. K.
Joan: ^/Vho'li bring a cover?
Paul: I'll bring some oil-cloth.
Joan: I'll make a bowl of fruit out of clay, and paint it to
put on the table. Then we can play with it. (Claps enthusias-
tically!)
(c
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Children: We have to work first and make it; then we can play
with it. We'll use chairs from the doll house.
Teacher: I think we can use the stocking dolls that are being
made in the afternoon kindergarten and I think we could use
the paper napkins Marilyn brought.
Sophie: I have some new dishes at home. I'll bring them.
The following day, children gathered around the work table.
Children's further responses:
Joan: That is a hard job pulling out nails. I think if 7/alter
does it, it will be a great surprise to all of us.
"/alter was given first turn because he was very new. He suc-
ceeded in pulling out nails, thus establishing his ability
immediately in a very good way. He was competing with his hands
and physical strength — the best way for him. Each child has
his turn to contribute. They decided while working that no one
would take the table home but that we would play with it at
school.
Joan: I find it very interesting to work in a group, I like to
do, but I also liKe to watch.
The teacher planned two brief work periods so that the children's
interest would still be strong. Teacher noticed that three chil-
dren who_ joined the "watchers" were children with social handicap.
III. Later evidence of social gains:
Robert
Better controlled in group then as individual.
Joan
Belongs in the group — socialized ideas for others.
1(
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RECORD CONTRIBUTED BY MSS MiJDELIlNf A. vVIIllARTH
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
AN EXCURSION
Description of each child:
Fred
A. Sister in High School, no interest whatever in Fred; another
sister few years older, feeble-minded; father idolizes child,
never corrects him; mother died at Fred's birth. Housekeeper
until just before he entered school. Now in the care of
grandmother. Fred allowed to play with costly books in his
library, hoping to interest him.
B, Cooperation, dislikes to come in in the morning; will not go
directly home at noon; little consideration for others; wants
to be first always, pushes others anl takes their things;
sympathy, none except for his grandmother; self-control, con-
tinually making faces, nervous, has twitching of eyes; ability
to leai, will later, keen mini but very mischievous; responsi-
bility, none because he fools too much, couldn't be trusted to
do a thing well; obedience, just beginning to do things for me,
wouldn't at first; courtesy, fair, naughty to attract attention
(which he craves); attitude toward others, laughs v.'hen they make
mistakes, would be leader but not qualified yet; willingness to
listen, tries to make others laugh, not willing to listen.
C. None; always went riding with his father.
D, Neighborhood children not allowed to bring him in. Destructive,
untidy, uses bad language. Parents considered him a bad influence
i(,
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eveu in school. lio physical handicaps except unsightly faces
he would make to attract attention, iiinotional handicap, no one
really cared for him during the day. Loves his graniimother.
Stanley
A. Only child, entirely dependent on father. Mother died one year
afejO. Father dresses him, comes to school v/ith him and calls for
him every day. Aunt assumes no responsibility because she and
father disagree. Grandmother died since he came to kindergarten.
Father doesn't work, lacks ambition. Other members of father's
family successful. Tired of assuming his responsibility.
B. Cooperation, poor, wants to play alone, never been witn other
children; consideration for otners, willing but does not know
how; sympathy, especially for birds; self-control, fair; ability
to lead, none; responsibility, none; obedience, yes, but calls
out occasionally to attract attention; courtesy, fair, but uses
"please" too frequently; attitude toward others, becoming in-
terested but pulls otner children in line; willingness to listen,
not at first, learning to now.
C. None; never even played with other children,
D. Always with grown-ups; physical handicap, hari of hearing, partly
heedlessness. Shy, waits to be invited to join group.
Bruce
A. Two older sisters, one younger brother and one younger baby sis-
ter; not much dependence. Takes care of himself. Mather fre-
quently away, left with older sisters; social status of family,
fair, apparently living beyond means. Have nothing to do with
people on the street. Unable to gain admission when you call.
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wishes to be alone. Parents, movie fans,
B. Cooperation, ^ood at times, speecn makes him sensitive; consid-
eration for others, looks out for his brother all the time;
sympathy, very considerate, loves baby sister; self-control,
nervous, but tries hard to be attentive; ability to lead, none,
has inferiority complex; responsibility, yes, for his brother;
tells stories when other cnildren do wrong; obedience, yes;
courteous, very well mannered, never annoys; attitude toward
others, inclined to be selfish during games, afraid to follow;
willingness to listen, poor attendance hinders his good attempts.
C. Enough children at home; no outsiders in their yard.
D. Very social naturally but mother keeps him in his own yard.
Carelessly clothed. Left nanded, bad speech defect. Three in
the family have the speecn defect. Looks undernourished. Self-
conscious if called on to do anything alone.
Billy
ii. Older of two children; new baby came since he entered kindergarten
Other members in household, father, mother, and nursemaid; very
little dependence on others, but more on nursemaid than on parents
Nurse now training at a Teachers' College j has good influence on
Billy. Excellent home conditions, parents educated; popular in
the neighborhood, entertain frequently.
B, Cooperation, good, well-informed and likes to pass on information;
consideration for others, fair, wants to talk continually, sym-
pathy, yes, exceptional; self-control, excellent, except to wait
for turn; ability to lead, decidedly a leader, good ideas; respon-
sibility, good; obedience, yes, adjusts very nicely to school;
f
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courtesy, very polite, reminds others when they forget; attitude
toward others, wants to be chosen first always but does follow
though would rather lead; willingnesii to listen, can always add
to whatever has been said.
C. Attends Sunday School. Student teacher takes him to Art Lliseum
to see children's classes.
D. Physical handicap, eyes turn when excited.
David
A. Only child. Self-sufficient. Very large for his age. Dresses
himself entirely. Other members, aunt wno is a music supervisor,
parents. Visits grandparents frequently. Social status, good,
not so successful financially as these other children but a very
comfortable home. Mother takes pride in having David sing and
say fingerplays at large family gatherings.
B. Cooperation, splendid, always willing; consideration for others,
always helping others, feels older because of his size; sympathy,
fair; self-control, unusual, seems older; ability to leai, a
natural leader, disposition sucn that tney love to follow him;
responsibility, looks out for all tue people who need help with
snow-suits, etc.; obedience, yes; courtesy, very polite; attitude
toward others, seldcxa follows but will if you suggest it; willing-
ness to listen, adjusted readily.
G. Attended kindergarten before entering ours; accustomed to large
family gatherings,
D. Popular with the group, helps all the smaller children, gentle
with girls. Physical handicap, eleven pounds overweight.
(c
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II. Description of social situation:
A. Teacher planning:
Discussion before starting on the trip to the farm in order to
find out what they would see, the kinds of animals, now they
prepare for winter, how they live, eat, sleep, what they say;
how the fanner helps them, caring for the animals; and in regard
to children's behavior, how they should stand in a circle with
the shorter ones in front so all may see, how they should not
frighten the animals, how they should keep together in order to
hear the farmer, how they should keep off his lawn.
B. Children's responses:
Fred: Wish we could ride on the horse. (Lack of courtesy; the
farmer being kind-hearted had put them all on the horse's back.)
David: Look out for pansies.
Stanley: ''/hen does my turn come?
David: After the girls,
Billy: See the kitty with his sore paw.
Stanley: Billy won't let us see.
Billy: Mr. C. said the sheep has two parts to his hoof to keep
him from slipping,
Bruce: I heard tne cow blowing his horns.
(Stanley showed his lack of self-control by running over the
lawn, chasing the hens and climbing on the tipcart.)
(David kept reminding Stanley of his failings, showing his
responsible manner and aiding me with the group.)
(Fred delighted in showing the group all the things he knew about
the various animals. This was one way he could be the center of
attention without acting silly,)
c
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(Bruce showed his first real interest in school activity. The
animals interested him immensely and he was anxious that his
brother did not miss any of the things he was seeing.)
III. Later evidence of value gained:
All contributed handwork and block building v/hich provided
opportunity to share and also to accept advice given by the
leader.
Billy: David made a good horse just like we saw, ';7ish I could
make one. (David eager to show him how.)
Children: Wish I,£r. M. (Principal) would come over to see our
farm and see what good work Bruce is doing.
Billy: Fred, come here.
Fred: No
Billy: Please come; I need you. (Earlier in the year Billy
would not admit that anyone could do anything better than he
could.
)
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RECORD CONTRIBUTED BY TliE WRITER
WELLESLEY, MASSACHUSETTS
SOCIAL DEVELOB/IENT THROUGH EXCURSIONS
Description of each child:
Mary
A. Oldest of three children; happy home atmosphere; comfortable
circumstances. Parents intelligent and interested in children*
s
development.
B. Poised, well-adjusted, very cooperative. A willing, active
worker, anxious to help others, and take responsibility. Mature
in her judgments. Sympathetic and kindly when any child needs
her help.
C. Used to group situations, with one year previous to this in
kindergarten; attends Sunday School.
D. None; physically, socially, and emotionally extremely well-balanced.
Bruce
A. One of six children. Oldest, a girl; next oldest to Bruce, a boy
who apparently dominates this child. A twin sister, who gives
into him if he insists. Two younger children. Grandmother of-
ten spends some time with the family.
B. Very antisocial; an individualist, always working first for his
own interests. Shows kindness at times, though often threatens
others, or treats tnem unkindly. Shows little respect for their
belongings. Careless in the care of his clothes and school ma-
terial, though treasures his own things which he brings to school.
Admired by some other boys for his boastfulness and bravado.
c
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but never leads in a desirable way, because his interests are
in no way the group interests. Can in no sense follow or listen
while others are talking. Seeks attention through disturbing
acts rather than in acceptable ways. Has been taught certain
courteous acts at home. TWiolly lacking in self-control. If
opposed or irritated flares up into an emotional unbalance
approaching a tantrum.
C. Attends Sunday School.
D. iinotionally unstable. Slight, nervous, super-active, probably
underweight.
William
A. Only child with a great deal of attention at home. Once said
when being reproved, like to stay at home with my mother in
the afternoon; she does things with me alone." Motner and fa-
ther well educated. Mother very desirous for his best develop-
ment
.
B. Seeks attention constantly by •^showing off", making noises and
talking incessantly. Has had daily companionship of a little
girl, his neighbor. Shows special interest in playing with
girls, Lkry in particular. Cannot follow reaiily, because he
can't forget himself and his wishes. Yet not a leader in any
particular way. Immature in making judgments. Lacking in self-
control.
C. Sunday School.
D. None, having had his tonsils out recently.
Edward
A. Youngest of three children; older sister takes considerable
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care of him, making and doing things for him. Parents, well
educated, and intelligent about child-training,
B. Quiet, shy, affectionate. Kindly to all. Enjoys doing seden-
tary things, such as painting, working with clay. Very artistic.
Lacks ability to lead, but follows very easily and obediently,
C. Sunday School,
D. Wone.
Alice
A. One younger brother. Dependent upon parents; fearful of strange
situations or people, cried easily for many weeks. Good home,
B. Very responsible, kindly, sympathetic, taking too much care of
others' things. No ability to lead, but follows readily and
obeys immediately. Her contact with others is in giggling for
no apparent reason. Controlled largely through imitation.
C.
#
D. None,
John
A. One older brother, one younger sister. Fine home conditions,
with interested parents.
B, Very sympathetic, cooperative, affectionate. Lacks self-control,
making noises and disturbances. Wilful. Has strong influence
over Edward, whom he easily persuades to do things for himself,
as bringing him blocks. Obedience is not strong, but he re-
sponds to reason. Sense of fairness evident. Takes excellent
care of materials, putting them away carefully and neatly. Shows
considerable ability in leadership. Courteous and helpful.
*•
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Jane
A. Only child; very companionable with mother, whom she quotes
often. Both parents college professors,
B. '.Tholly negative toward group and teacher. Singles out one
cliild as constant playmate; ignores other children at times;
often slaps or scratcnes when approached by a child though the
latter is friendly. No indication of any sympathy or friendli-
ness of any sort. Is hell in respect by members of group be-
cause of her strong wilfulness in having her own way. Shows no
control wnen bothered. Resents any suggestions from authority.
C. Sunday School experience.
D. Tall, slight, apparently underweight. Tense, unhappy in group
associations.
Nancy
A. Only child, the center of attention, much admired always.
Mother, an efficient assertive personality, prominent socially.
B. Use! to much attention, hence apt to seek the teacher's attention
constantly. IvJakes remarks whicn she feels are clever. Tries
to interrupt wnen others are talking and becomes irritated (as
shown by her high-pitched voice) when not immediately noticed.
Shows a certain acquired outwari courtesy and regard for others.
Not responsible for her own things; often schemes so that others
put away her materials,
C. Accustomed to people; attends Sunday School.
D. Oversolicitous parents have exaggerated her importance in her
own eyes. Slight lisp, vvhich probably might have been corrected
if not considerei attractive.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
((
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il. Description of the social situation:
A. Teacher planning:
To participate in a pleasurable group experience, the teacher
planned a walk through the woods to a high look-out. Just before
starting, the teacher suggested that group rules were necessary.
John volunteered to repeat the ones he learned last year. They
were: (1) "We must keep in line with our partners," (2) "We must
not cross the street until Miss K. says it is safe,"
Problem for group discussion:
In starting down, Nancy refused to remain in line where she be-
longed. The teacher asked her to come back in front of ner, but
Nancy would not. We all stood still and waited. Then began the
first group discussion of Nancy* s wrong behavior,
B, Children's responses:
Jane: Oh, come on Nancy and walk where you should, I don't know
that I want to take hold of her hand if she isn't nice,
lifery: It isn't any fun to have to stand and wait like this,
William: Oh, knock off her hat.
Teacher: We like everybody to come on walks, but we do have to
obey the rules about our partners,
Nancy: I'll go back another way, I won't walk where you say I
must.
Finally, after everybody had waited, greatly impressed by such
unwillingness to obey, Nancy felt tne group disapproval and took
her place.
A. Teacher planning:
Another walk was planned to unite the group in a common interest.
[
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Discussion again preceded this one. The children were asked to
review the rules which all need to obey. Several added to
William* s rules. They were:
(1) Stay in line.
(2) Keep hold of hands.
{'6) Wait for the lights to turn.
(4) Wait for Miss K. to tell you when to go across the
street.
Still there was considerable difficulty in obeying the rules.
A discussion was necessary on return of our second walk. It
was as follov/s:
Children's responses:
I have something to talk to you about.
Edward: About rules.
Teacher: It does have something to do with rules. It is about
our walk.
Bruce: It was a nice walk.
William: No, it wasn't a nice walk.
Teacher: Why?
William: People kept crowding and bumping.
Nancy: It was sort of nice.
Bruce: No, it wasn't.
Teacher: ?rhy?
Binice: People fell down every ten minutes. They didn't obey
rules.
Teacher: What rules?
Jane: Keeping in line.
f
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Alice: They kept getting out of line.
Teacher: How many have to help to make it a good walk?
Nancy: We have to be good,
William: We saw some freight cars.
Teacher: How many have to help to make it a good walk?
John: Everybody,
Children: Yes, everybody must help.
Teacher: I know of a good place to go where men are building a
store like ours here. But we must remember rules better. Tell
me one rule.
I/Sary: Watch the people in front of you so you won*t get off
people's rubbers.
Nancy: Don't fall down.
William: Keep your place.
III. Later evidence of value gained:
The next day we took our walk to the building under construction.
The children showed marked improvement in their v/illingness to
cooperate and follow rules. The problem seemed solved, as was
proved again in the other excursions whicn followed, to tne post
office ani to tne college campus.
i
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HECORD COOTRIBUTED BY mSS CLARICE MCCABTEN
NEW ROCHELLE, NEW YORiL
GROWTH IN INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN THROUGH
GROUP EKPERIEtTCE
Description of each child:
Mary Carter
A. Three children, brother older (George) and sister younger (Ann);
slight dependence upon parent; Mr, and Mrs. IvSahan paid by State
to feed and care for Mary and brother George. Because of de-
pression, they took the children for tne extra money. Catholic
family, kindly, homelike, and wise guidance in the Mahan family
since September. Before that in an Institution because mother
busy as housekeeper. I.feiry's own family: Lower class family.
Father not seen or heard from since birth of Ann, Gives no
support. Mother a housekeeper in nearby city and sees IVSary
only once a week,
B. Cooperation and consideration, none; sympathy, slight, self-
control, leadership, responsibility, obedience, courtesy, none;
ability to follow, slight; willingness to listen, none.
C. Sunday School experience with Jean S., Barbara D. , and Joan D.
State Institution all her life.
D. Speech difficulty (seen also in brother). Talks as if no palate,
and as if throat were malformed, to the extent that her speech
is so indistinct it is unintelligible at times, an| always
queer, hollow, inarticulate. She is emotionally unbalanced,
highstrung, nervous, always moving, constantly active, usually
f
talking or mumbling, or making a noise with her hands or feet.
Marie G.
A. Three children, brother older (Frank), and sister older (Ann).
Very dependent especially on tue old grandmother. Grandmother
and uncle especially interested in Marie, Lower class Italian
family. Father was assistant janitor of our school, a musical,
quick, competent fellow. He lied last year of tubercular trou-
ble. Mother works in kitchen of the Hign School cafeteria.
B. Cooperation, very slight; consideration and sympathy, slight;
self-control, some; leadersnip, none; responsibility, slight;
obedience, sometimes shown; courtesy, a good deal; ability to
follow, slight; ability to listen, slight, immature.
C.
D. Too fond of grandmotner and home to like kindergarten. Refused
to come at first until after much urging, after weeks of staying
at home. Finally sne gave up to come long enough to discover
she just loved school. Shy, nervous, pale, tnin, teeth poor,
retiring.
Walter G.
A. No other children in family. Normal dependence. Upper class
Jewisn family v.'ith plenty of money and beautiful home on out-
skirts of city.
B. Cooperation, slignt; quite considerate; some sympathy and self-
control; leadersnip, none and responsibility, none; obedience,
good; courtesy, good; ability to follow, slight; ability to
listen, inattentive.
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D. Only child, whose mother dislikes public school near city line
so pays $75 for tuition in this school. Started kindergarten
with poor backeiround for handwork or concentration. Passive,
• retiring.
Lfertin D.
A. Brother older. Unusually dependent. Family composed of father,
mother, nurse, chauffeur, cook, maid. Upper class Jewish family
living in beautiful hone with spacious, grounds and gardens.
B. Cooperation, fair; c'onsideration, slight; some sympathy; medium
self-control; leadership, none; responsibility, none; obedience,
good; courtesy, fair; ability to follow, some; ability to lis-
ten, sometimes if not dreaming.
C.
D. No physical or emotional handicap, but handicapped by "too much
nursemaid" so that he finds everything coming to him if he just
waits. Passive, slow, incompetent,
Joan S.
A. Sister older, brother younger; independent and self-sufficient
everywhere. Ivfotner, father, aunt, a kindergartener, another
aunt, a teacner, other aunts and uncles, grandparents — all in
the family. Ivliidle class American family. College father,
mother a private school pupil.
B. Cooperation, excellent; consideration, always good; very sym-
pathetic; self-control, excellent; leadership, good; very re-
sponsible; obedience, good; very courteous; ability to follow,
good; ability to listen, good.
C. Sunday School experience.

D. Speech difficulty, baby talk, consonants not sounded correctly
to the extent that she is almost over-conscious of her speech
if fussed at all by circumstances. Over-conscientious, super-
sensitive,
Barbara D»
A. Brother older, brother younger. Independent and self-sufficient
unusually capable. Middle class American family.
B. Cooperation, excellent; consideration, always good; very sym-
pathetic; self-control, excellent; leadership, good; responsibil
ity, excej-lent; obedience, good; very courteous; ability to
follow, good; ability to listen, good.
C. Sunday School experience.
D. Excellent physical development, no handicap emotionally.
Betty E.
A. Sister younger; moderate dependence; mother, Protestant; father,
Catholic. Middle class home.
B. Cooperation, consideration and sympathy, fair; self-control,
medium; leadership, slight; responsibility, fair; obedience,
good; courtesy, good; ability to follow, good, ability to lis-
ten, fair.
C.
D. Physically, strong; a little sny, quiet.
Joan D.
A. Brother older, sister older, lictremely dependent (on mother
especially). I.!iddle class family.
B. Cooperation and consideration, slight; extreme sympathy; self-
control and leadership, none; responsibility, slight; obedience
f
and courtesy, good; ability to follow, sometimes; ability to
listen, good.
C. Sunday School experience.
D. Overconscientious, supersensitive, wept at first to stay with
her motaer, and had to be persuaded to attend kindergarten,
crying daily for weeks.
II. Description of social situation:
A. Teacher planning:
Teacher planned to have an environment in room similar to home
environment, with children's furniture, dolls, doll house, toys,
etc. Group playing naturally with toys anl apparatus.
B. Child's response: Mary C.
I^ry arrived late in the group, sullen, stubborn, shy, emotionally
unbalanced, noisy, disrupting group activities and atmosphere
of the room, disobeying all rules and doing everything a normal
child would know she shouldn't do. She came right from the
state institution where she had apparently only eaten, slept,
and existed. A kindly woman had undertaken the care of Mary
and her brother, but turned her over to me with amazement and
troubled heart, kissing her goodbye. The kindergarten chil-
dren were annoyed, disturbed, disgusted; then gradually grow-
ing more understanding as I explained, "llavy is a new child;
she needs help from us all; she will understand when she has
been here a while." In spite of the fact, she disturbed their
story by kicking the slide, calling out, "Miss McC, see me,
see me," knocking down their blocks, pushing them, slapping
them, refusing to walk with anyone, or sit by anyone but me.
c
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spreading toys around and playing with each one about a minute;
yet she enjoyed the surroundings immensely I Mary loved school,
toys, pupils, and teacher. This was our saving grace. She
sought out the housekeeping toys, revelled in "things", spread
them about, handled them, looked at everything, loved them all.
She began washing the doll's dishes, wiping tables, carrying
water everywhere, washing tne doll's clothes, ironing, then
washing again; alone at first because the children stood off
and watched disturbed,
A. The teacher's further planning for Llary:
Tnen I gave her the paint brushes to wasn one day; another day
let her wipe up chalk and dust on the table; another day to
wash some tin dishes. I asked her to wash the baby's dress
for me.
B. Child's response: I&ry
Gradually she condescended to come wnen I called her, and to
stop making annoying noises during story time, etc. Joan S.
and Barbara D. played with her, and gradually became friends.
Ivlarie G. she took as a friend because sne was small and served
as "her child." The children were for£iving and generous, and
Mary grew to be a friend and pal whom they constantly excused
for wrong doing "because Mary was new". They praised her in
the group, and from hectic atmosphere tne kindergarten became
normal once more. Ivlary continued to play house and the boys,
l^artin and V/alter, with Barbara's help, built a Patty Hill
house for the family. Llary did the housework, took care of
the dolls with the help of Barbara and Joan. Tne table was set

in their house. Our talks drifted to foods. Meals were served,
friends invited, dishes washed by Mary afterwards. They slept,
did errands, took walks with doll carriages, and family life
developed. The children grew in the happy environment.
A. Teacher planning:
Problem: One day Betty's mother arrived asking me please to
help her in what had grown to be a family feud at their house.
"Betty won't eat cereal; she is underweight and it makes meals
a burden at our house." I agreed to help.
Planning: Teacher planned to open the cereal discussion by
leaving around within reach a pile of "A B C Health Books"
where G is for cereal. These soon started conversation.
Teacher tnen planned a "cereal party". It developed through
bringing empty cereal boxes from home, not one but dozens of
all varieties; these v/e classified in class, talking about the
favorite white fine cereals, and the nealthful coarse dark
cereals. The teacher invited in the school nurse to talk to
us about foods, and later the Dental Nurse to tell us about
the value of coarse fools, milk, and fruit for teeth. The
cnildren planned a doll's cereal party in the Patty Hill house.
B. Children's responses:
Walter G.
I^fede a lovely bowl for cereal and later an unusually perfect
sugar bowl. These v/ere his first pieces of work of any obvious
value. He woke up, at last expressing correct form. His in-
terest was aroused, and to my astonishment he begarx to draw.
He talked in the group, made suggestions, and became an active
member for the first time.
i
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Ivlary
Mary began to do clay work with tne others; she set the tables,
cleaned up her work with tne others. Teacher always let her
assume great responsibility in the clean-up time.
Teacher's further planning:
Teacher planned cereal party for the children downstairs in the
Cooking Room. In class discussion we talked about the store,
planned a trip to buy the cereal, milk, and sugar; planned a
trip to ask permission of the Principal to use the room down-
stairs. By tiiis time teacher had succeeded in getting Joan D.
to have courage enough to go on errands to tne other rooms —
a climax after gradual training since her tearful entrance at
kindergarten. So she took the initiative in this trip to the
Principal's office, and the trip to the cooking room to see
just what we would need for our cereal party,
Marie G. had told the teacher that her breakfast was rolls,
coffee, and orange juice so the teacher planned to make this
cereal project very real to Marie. The teacher had asked for
free milk each day for I^ferie (on account of her poor teeth, her
father's tubercular condition, ani the fact that her sister was
a member of the Fresh Air Summer Class).
The trip to the grocery store for milk, sugar and cereal was a
joyful one, and as the result of a vote of the class, they chose
a dark-cooked cereal, realizing the food values and pi'eferences.
Betty E. bought the cereal.
Children's responses:
After our return, some set tables for our meal, some attended
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to the cooking, ani all discussed subjects pertaining to the
use of the Cooking Room. The feast prepared, we ate. If any-
present didn't like cereal or preferred white cereal, we heard
nothing. Some cleared away, some washed dishes (I»5ary was one),
and some wiped and put away things. Our "party" was a happy
memory
.
III. Later evidence of value gained:
Mary C.
Obstreperous, cantankerous I&ry C. became cooperative, more
considerate of others, more sympathetic; controlled her voice
which had disturbed; to a surprising extent for brief intervals
led the children in cooperative play; took responsibility in
care of toys, cleaning up dishes and caring for the room. She
learned to obey because she saw tae other chillren enjoying
obedient life together, was certainly more courteous to others,
followed now where before she refused to follow, did handwork
with tiie rest of tne class and cleaned up afterwards, and even
s^it on the floor happily listening to the story. All this for
Wary in tnree months of kindergarteni
Marie C.
Shy little Marie now loves all of us, loves school, reiterates
that she is sorry there is no school on Saturday. She plays
with toys now where she used just to sit on the curbing out in
front of her house and watch us walk by on our trips to the lake
or the woods. She has grown into a happy, healthy, wide-awake
worker, developed a beautiful singing voice, sings alone without
fear or embarrassment, and is one of her classmates* favorites.
•
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Walter
Quiet Walter who couldn't draw, who couldn't think through one
story to the end, who couldn't concentrate, now does all these
things, and models like an expert without asking aid of anyone.
He listens; he follows; and he leads in modeling. Ke is no
longer a lost "only child"; he cooperates with the group,
l&rtin
Martin, cared for by his nurse, is now able to dress himself,
to find his own clothes, to fight his own battles. He takes re-
sponsibility for himself. He does not dream all the time.
Joan S.
Joan, tne little friend to all, is a stronger character after
her six months of training; more vjise in her attitude toward the
world, broader in her sympathies, more careful in her speech,
more capable in her ability to lead the group, a charming,
developing personality.
Barbara
Capable Barbara is more mature, wiser in leadership, understands
cooperation like a much older child, takes responsibility like
an adult, yet is gay and happy and effervescent like a child
of five years of age.
Betty
Betty's mother met the teacher on the street and asked what she
had done to Betty. She is eating her (the mother) out of "house
and home"! Betty has improved in her shy ways; she now meets
her classmates with confidence; she cooperates with the group.
Joan D.
Tearful Joan is now competent, self-controlled, a fearless errand
girl, capable of taking messages all over the building.
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RECORD CONTRIBUTED BY mSS RUTH I. DUPREE
WORCESTER, tIASSACHUSETTS
DRAr.!A.TIZING THE POSTI/IAN
I, Description of each child:
Vincent F.
A. Family — oldest of three children. Mother and father both
work. Child attends the Day Nursery, so in tnis case is .
dependent on others outside the family. Circumstances at
home rather poor.
B. Always ready to cooperate. Offers information. A leader.
At times likejto annoy others. Is not always considerate
of others.
C. Has opportunity for group participation at the Day Nursery.
D. Handicaps — is quite nervous.
Robert H.
A. Oldest of five children. Has to take quite a bit of respon-
sibility at home. Family in poor circumstances. Receive aid
from the city. Father recently released from jail. Mother
tries to have children do what is right.
B. Has a serious attitude. Ready to cooperate. Takes responsi-
bility. Courteous. Reliable. Has ability to lead in a
group. Tries to do what is right.
C. No other experience for group participation.
D. Home conditions a handicap to social development.
Hope H.
A. Family — negro. Hope the fourth of six children. IvfEiddle

class family. Parents are interested in children.
B. Rather heedless at times. Always ready to cooperate. Has some
ability as a leader. Vei*y mature, independent.
C. Attends Sunday School.
D. No handicaps.
Josephine R.
A. Family — one of five children. Poor conditions at home. Parents
do not take much responsibility of children. Italian spoken at
home.
B. Does not obey readily. Stubborn, selfish. Little ability to
lead in the group. Is not always willing to listen to others.
C. No other group participation.
D. Slight speech defect — a form of baby talk.
Marion M.
A. Younger of two children. Parents inclined to pamper children.
Family in fairly good circumstances.
B. Immature. Not a leader, but always ready to participate. In-
attentive. Does not take responsibilities.
C. No other group participation outside the family group.
D. Rather self-conscious.
Thomas Z.
A. Older of two children. Family cane to America from Greece wnen
Tnomas was three years old. Fatner owns a fruit store. Greek
spoken at home.
B. Always ready to participate. Likes to annoy b> making queer
noises. Rather inattentive, probably due to the fact that he
does not always comprehend. Poor self-control.
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C, No other group participation outside the family.
D, Poor muscular coordination.
Simon B.
A. Youngest of three children. Only boy. Older sisters "pamper"
him, Armenian spoken at home. Family circumstances — fair.
B. Does not always comprehend. Attention poor at times. Not a
leader. Does not take responsibility. Does not obey readily.
Is not always ready to listen while others are talking. Easily
led.
C. Attends Suniay School.
D. Has a slight speech defect, a foim of baby talk,
Louis Z,
A, Family — older of two children, the other child being a month
old. Family conditions, good. Parents taken interest in child.
Child quite dependent on others.
B. Lacks leadership. Is willing to listen wnile others are talking.
Interested in school. Poor concentration on his handwork. Does
not always participate in rhythms, probably due to the fact that
he is quite self-conscious,
C, No other participation outside the family.
D. No handicaps,
Grace T.
A. Next to youngest of seven children. Quite dependent on an older
sister. Family in poor circumstances. Father not working, but
an older sister works and helps to support the family. Italian
spoken at home,
B, No ability to lead a group, but ready to cooperate, Ratner
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immature. Does not offer much information. Attentive. Seems
interested in school. Does not take responsibility.
C. No other group participation outside the family.
D. Rather self-conscious.
Joseph D.
A. Next to the youngest of four children. Parents interested in
cnildren, and try to give them all the advantages they can.
Rather a high class Italian family.
B. Has a great deal of ability to lead a group. Rather a superior
attitude. Keen, observing. Takes responsibility of other chil
dren. Courteous, obeys readily.
C. No other group participation outside the family.
D. Quite excitable.
II. Description of the social situation:
A. Teacher planning:
After receiving a letter of thanks from sane children to whom
we had sent gifts, we discussed just how that letter reached us
In this way the teacher planned to develop a postman project.
The children enjoyed the experience of mailing valentines,
watcning the mailman unlock the mail box, and take out the let-
ters, observing how tae mailman delivers letters. The children
wanted to dramatize the actions of tne postman, so they pro-
ceded to build a post office of blocks, construct a mail box
out of a cracker box, make a hat and bag for tne postman, and
of course, they had to have letters and stamps. For canceling
stamps, we used a real rubber stamp. Then the children were
ready to play postman".
c
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Children's responses:
Vincent: Ivlay we play postman today?
Teacher: If you want to play postman, iiriaat must you have?
Vincent: We have to have a suit. We need a hat,
Robert: Stamps.
Teacher: How many children will you need?
Vincent: One for the postman.
Robert: One for tne envelopes.
Teacher: 7/liat do you mean?
Robert: To stamp them.
Vincent: One to put on stamps.
Teacher: \Yho puts the stamps on your letters?
Josephine: The lady who has the letters.
The children select Vincent for the postman, and he is to select
the other children. He goes to Hope and says, "You buy some
stamps." He also chooses Iviarion and Thomas to buy stamps.
Josephine is chosen as a clerk in the post office. Thomas says,
"I have some keys in my coat pocket."
Teacher: For what are you going to use those?
Thomas: To open the mail box.
The children crowd around the stamp window, so the teacher says:
How do people stand when they are waiting to buy stamps?
Vincent: The people have to stand in line.
So they form a line, with Hope first.
Hope: I want some stamps.
Josephine: What kind do you want?
Hope counts her letters and says: I want four three cent stamps.
a.
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The clerk has to look for four stamps as the stamps are all mixed
together in one box.
Teacher: How should the stamps be fixed?
Robert: In piles.
Teacher: Why?
Robert: So they won't be all mixed up. Put all the green in one
pile, all the red in one pile, all the purple in oae pile.
The stamps are sorted, and Josephine gives Hope her stamps.
Josephine: 'here's your money?
Hope gives her some paper money out of the pocketbook that she
has made of cloth. She then goes over to the work table to paste
her stamps on to her letters.
Jferion: I want sane stamps,
Josephine: How many?
Riarion: One three cent.
After receiving the money, Josephine says: Ding, ding, and punches
on the table with her fingers.
Teacher: Why did you do that?
Josepnine: To put the money in.
The children were pasting their stamps on the wrong corner so
the Teacher says: On which corner do you put your stamps?
Joseph: The top, on the right.
Teacher: Now, what are you going to do with those letters?
Hope: l\feil them.
The children then mail their letters, after which the mailman
goes to the mail box, unlocks the door, takes out the letters,
and puts them into his bag. He then begins to give them to the
children.
I
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Teacher: Where should the mailman take his letters?
Robert: To the post office.
Teacher: Why?
Vincent: So they can cancel them.
Teacher: "/hat do you mean?
Vincent: So they can put the lines on the stamps, so you can't
use the stamp any more.
The letters are then taken to the post office, where Josephine
stamps them. The mailman then takes the letters to deliver. As
he leaves a letter at a house, he says: Ding, ding in imitation
of ringing the doorbell.
Teacher: '-Tny does he ring the bell?
Hope: So they'll know there is some mail.
After the letters have been mailed, one letter is found on which
there is no stamp.
Teacher: Yflaat is the matter with this letter?
Thomas: It's red.
Teacher: Sometimes envelopes are red,
Simon: No stamp on it.
Louis: Maybe it's a post card.
Robert: Post cards have to have stamps.
Teacher: TThat would the man in the post office do with this letter?
Thomas: Put a stamp on it.
Teacher: No, he couldn't do that,
Grace: He would send it to the lady back?
Teacher: How would he know who had mailed the letter?
Grace: Her name would be on it.
c
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This concluded our first attempt at dramatizing The Postman.
III. Evidence of value gained by individuals:
The second day that we played '^Postman" the children waited in a
line at the stamp window without being reminded about it. They
showed a keener interest in tne postman, and would run to watch
him when he came down the street. They seemed to regard him
more as a friend.
More of the children were willing to participate in the dramatiza-
tion. They were more anxious to make letters and money so that
tney could participate.
The children became interested in stamps and started a collection
of them. Most of them could tell the different denominations by
the color of the stamp. Heal money was used later, and the cnil-
dren learned to recognize the different coins.
Je had more harmony in the group participation. The children were
more willing to take turns. Joseph was reconciled to having
Vincent for the leader. Vincent chose different people each day
so that all might have a turn. I'he cniliren were not as excited
as at first, and were more ready to listen to what others were
saying.
c
RECOPD COInTTRIBUTED BY IvIISS DOROTHY A. AIvUDON
WORCESTER, IMSSAGHUSSTTS
LUI^JCH PiiEIOD
Description of each child,
Phoebe
A. Youngest of four, five years between each two, children unusually
independent of parents; given much freedom; father a professor.
B. Phoebe's contribution to the group is one of "lictatorship."
C. Leader of neighborhood outdoor group play.
D. Unusually robust.
Arnold
A. Youngest of tnree "superior" cnildren; reflects interests of
older brotner and sister; parents vitally concerned with their
development, but mother's interest approaches tenseness; a
public-spirited family.
B. "Arnold and George" combination to the group results from over-
stimulating play together afternoons, and dissipating of energies
leading to silly outbursts mornings, Arnold's mother recognizes
need of limiting companionship and is unable to do so. Arnold
takes the leal, occasionally in moving away from George when he
interferes with his activities,
C. Arnold and George, group play limited to their own resources.
D. Overgrown, underweight, emotionally unstable.
George
A, Oldest of three; mother considers him "headstrong"; reacts between
too much control and too little; grandparent 'complication' in the
home
,
f
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B. (See Arnold above.)
C. " ** **
D. Eye handicap; wears glasses and wears them carelessly. Excitable.
Stanley
A. Only child; Norwegian mother; 'family not a unified one; entered
kindergarten straight from Norway.
B. At first submerged; unhappy facial expression. Negative relation
to group when individual rights were transgressed,
G. No outside group experience.
D, Spoke no Englisn on entering kindergarten. Spent first three
days in frequent tears. Refuted advances of children, responded
only to teacher, which was slight advance after clinging to
mother. Throat, tonsils and teeth are his physical handicaps
noted.
Cynthia
A. Close companion of eight-year-old brother.
B. A potential leader, shows happy group participation.
C. Sunday School opportunity.
D. Unusually wholesome physically and emotionally.
II. Description of the social situation:
A. The problem:
At lunch time, habits thus far include serving and clearing
away lunch, care of crumbs, eating with one hand, listening to
quiet music before lunch, and individual original contributions
to the prayer. During the lunch process, however, they show
marked inconsideration of others by interrupting conversations
and loud talking. Phoebe is dominating; George excitable;
(
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Arnold excitable; Arnold silly; Cynthia trying to *keep peace*
in the family; Stanley subdued.
Teacher planning:
Teacher sits at table with group, all talking at once. She
recalls home luncheon of family; how each contributes to the
conversation and enjoyment of all. Children do not suggest
'*Let*s play family" so the teacher does. Tney choose a father,
mother, and children. "Father" and "mother" lead the conversa-
tion, asking questions of tne children, checking interruptions.
At the end of lunch, "TThat kind of parents were they?" "T7ho
had something interesting to talk about at the table?" "TTho
would be a good father and mother for tomorrow?" '*Why?'*
Report made in group discussion later. Other groups wish to
play family. Self-control used as basis for choosing father
and mother for next day.
B. Children's responses:
Phoebe: Response an over-drawn one; orders children to keep
elbows off table; runs to another table and states loudly,
"You're talking too loud."
Arnold and George: Silly under her officiousness.
Discussion:
"Was Phoebe a good mother?" "Does your mother talk to you like
that?" "Who was a comfortable person to eat lunch with?" "'JTho
helped most?" "In what way?"
Cynthia is chosen for "mother" next day and neither George nor
Arnold will "play father" until they can be sensible.
c
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Next day;
Cynthia is recognized as a •*good mother". Stanley, the father,
is a quiet one, but begins to feel a slight "group-consciousness'*.
Phoebe slips to another table and whispers to some children who
are talking too loudly, then goes to another table for the same
purpose.
Discussion:
Decision made, before leaving table ask mother's approval "just
like we do at home", "^flhom shall we choose for tomorrow's father?"
"Arnold." "Is there any reason why Arnold might not be a good
father?" "Sometimes silly." "What could we do about it?" "Send
him away." "Would that be helping Arnold?" Teacher's suggestion,
"Would it help if George and Arnold sat at different tables?"
The boys themselves think it would. "Let's try it."
Following day:
Phoebe and Arnold show improvement but practice and constant
"checking up" are needed.
Contributing factors to growth:
Another child's mother had luncu with us one day, giving an ex-
cellent opportunity for observation. Arnold's mother visited
one day, disappointed at finding none of Arnold's work on the
bulletin board. Arnold feels her disappointment. Phoebe's
four-year-old playmate visits. Phoebe's care of her answers;
her need for responsibility. New luncheon baskets and decorated
Christmas plates have helped direct luncheon conversation. Also
Christmas plans. George, in another group meeting, is chosen
to v/ater plants before scnool each day; this helps. His mother
c
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visits witn the result that "his school interests have become
a potent factor in home control." (His interest is assured
always, his problem is one of direction,)
III. Later evidence of value gained:
Phoebe: She is always ready with suggestions, but is more con-
trolled in group leadership,
Arnold: He is still in the process; has experienced success in
two particulars this week — story telling and workman-
ship — and twice has been chosen "father" for his
improved luncheon behavior.
George: At lunch, still talks too much, but makes a noticeable
effort not to interrupt. Impulsively interrupts, then
stops and waits his turn. One day he was interrupted.
He turned to the child, saying, "Didn't you know I was
talking?"
Stanley: Has made greatest gain socially; expresses himself in
understandable 2nglish. Other children listen to him.
He is outstandingly happy and contributive.
Cynthia: Her cooperation is seen in helping others.
ci
RECORD CONTRIBUTED BY IIESS VIOLA ERICKSON
WORCESTEI?, HIASSACHUSETTS
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Description of each child,
Joha
A. Youngest of eight. Has grown-up brothers and sisters. Slow in
development and further handicapped by being babied. Mother
indulgent; father severe. A Syrian family in iunerican neighbor-
hood.
B. Cooperation, fair; consideration for others, poor; sympathy,
not evident at first, increased during the year; self-control,
ability to lead, responsibility, obedience, all poor; courtesy,
fair; attitude toward others, at first unable to really join
play, except pnysically, now keen to join in; ability to join
in group, poor; willingness to listen, good.
G. None; until kindergarten last February last \year unable to ad-
just and tnerefore left. Attended settlement house group.
D. Large for age; poor control; poor teeth. Strong feeling of "I
can't" in new situation. Interest in children expressed by
tussles of strength. Always ready to be ugly when opposed by
children or teacher.
John H.
A. Older of two boys; young parents; a very average American family,
living in two-apartment house. Younger brother evidently a
favorite now although John had much attention when he was little.
c
B. Cooperation fairly fe,ood; consideration, good; sympathy, very
good; self-control, good; ability to lead, and responsibility,
poor; obedience, fair, more heedlessness t(ien direct disobedience;
courtesy, good; attitude toward otiiers, keen interest — occa-
sionally appropriates others' property; ability to follow, ex-
cellent; willingness to listen, fairly good.
C. Neighborhood play group.
D. A question whether heedlessness is due to transitory poor hear-
ing or habit. Very slow and dreamy in routine tasks.
Victor
A. One of eleven children; mother only about thirty-five, feels
unable to keep up with many problems of large family. One of
several Italian families living on outskirts of city. Victor
considered unmanageable
.
B, Cooperation, poor; consideration for others, poor; self-control,
good, strangely enougxi; ability to lead, good but gets into
miscnief; responsibility, poor; obedience, poor; courtesy, fair;
attitude toward others, friendly, keenly interested^ ability to
follow, fairly good; willingneso to listen, poor.
G. None.
D, Conditions in home, discipline and health habits poor. Victor
evidently delighting in making things more exciting by his non-
cooperation. Shows lack of purposeful, constructive activities.
Thomas
A. Fourth of five children. Average American family, have own
cottage in suburbs, Thomas kept dependent by mother's concern
for his "sensitiveness". Also allowed to persist in using "baby"
forms of speech.
4
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B. Cooperation, gooi; sympathy, good; self-control, fairly good;
consideration for others, good; ability to lead, poor; respon-
sibility, fairly good; obedience and courtesy, good; attitude
toward others, shy, self-conscious, held back from rough con-
tests; ability to follow and willingness to listen, good,
C. Small group play including one domineering boy, one retiring
younger brother and sister,
D. Rather frail; poor resistance to infection, even minor bruises
becoming infected in spite of care. Shyness and dependence
increased by mother's protection,
Josephine
A. One of ten children, three younger than Josephine, Poor Italian
family, some of older children in special classes. Mother un-
derstands little English. Beaming smile — family trait used
instead of talking,
B. Cooperation and consideration for others, fairly good; sympathy,
fair occasionally, pleasure in another's discomfort; ability to
lead, good; responsibility and obedience, poor; courtesy, good;
attitude toward others, shy, hell back from group, lid not at-
tempt to mingle; ability to follow, fair; willingness to listen,
good,
C, Large neighborhood play group,
D, Small for age; lack of adequate English background; probable
low mentality; shyness and lack of self-confidence except in
singing.
Ruth
A. Fourth of six children. Father out of work, but there is a
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good family life. Average American working class. Mother a
capable, cheerful woman, Ruth expected to be shy at school,
B, Cooperation, poor; consideration, fair; sympathy, fair, too
wrapped up in her own troubles as yet; self-control, fair;
ability to lead, no attempt; responsibility, none as yet;
obedience, good except where shyness makes her hold back;
courtesy, good; attitude toward others, dependent upon sisters,
sweet, friendly attitude when not self-conscious; ability to
follow, has not yet joined the group; willingness to listen,
good.
C, Nieghborhood play group.
D, An extreme shyness, aggravated by family attitudes,
Lena
A, Next to youngest of four. Father dead; mother, Italian, speaks
little English. Living with relatives since father died in Ohio.
B, Cooperation, fair; consideration for others, fairly good; sym-
pathy, excellent; self-control, fair; ability to lead, excellent
in free play, not in schoolroom activities; responsibility and
obedience, fair; courtesy, good; attitude toward others, aloof,
talkative to playmates not in group; ability to follow, fairly
good; willingness to listen, poor,
C, A month in first grade in Ohio,
D, Tall, pale, possibly undernourished. Entered kindergarten new
to neighborhood and school. Poor control in handwork. Cannot
compete with others successfully there.
Jean
A. Only child; center of family life; very carefully brought up.
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Mother formerly nursemaid in wealthy family; father, quiet
retiring Englishman.
B. Cooperation, fair; consideration, poor, too wrapped up in her
reactions; sympathy, (same as previous description); self-
control, fair, shows ability but expects to be waited upon and
taken care of; ability to lead, does not know how except to get
help and attention; responsibility, poor; obedience, good, when
it is not in conflict with her adjustment to the new situation;
courtesy, good; attitude toward others, v/ishes adult attention,
did not even wish to sit beside strange children; ability to
follow, excellent when homesickness was overcome; willingness
to listen, fairly good.
C. None, except one or two girls invited to play especially with
her.
D. Lacks robustness of heal tl:y child; resembles hothouse flower;
only girl in group who cannot skip; has everything to learn
about independent contacts with other children.
II. Description of the social situation:
A. Teacher planning: John
The above description of John last fall during the term has
shown gradual improvement in social adjustment. The following
is a situation of about the eighteenth week. 'Helpers" had
been assigned various duties. One obedient boy who needed ex-
perience in independent activity and responsibility had been
chosen to take care of wardrobe doors. Stress had been laid on
his doing the task without reminders, '//hen a helper was ab-
sent, a temporary substitute was chosen.
#
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B, Ghildren*s responses:
This particular morning before school period, teacher observed
wardrobes were not being supervised, mentioned the fact, and
wondered why, John volunteered that Francis was absent. Could
he act as substitute? Several other children also offered but
as this was John's first offer to accept a responsibility, he
was chosen. First half of morning passed, recess came and
without any reminders, fulfilled his duty. He was praised for
this, and it seemed to mark a definite step forward in his
social development.
A, Teacher planning: John H.
John was not responding in school as well as he could. During
a rhythm period after a snow storm, activities with snow were
being discussed. Knowing John played freely in neighborhood
and that he knew of skiis, he was asked to show others how to
walk on skiis.
B. Child's responses:
He did. The children imitated with music, were referred to
John as a reference. John tooK the matter seriously and con-
tributed much to rhythm period. Tne responsibility and reali-
zation he could contribute to group helped John.
A, Teacher planning: Victor
At basement period, someone is needed to hold a swinging door.
Victor was asked to, hoping tiiat it might divert him from mis-
cnief, lie still found mischief to do, reaching out for people
going past. A group discussion was held of the kind of people
that made good helpers. It was deciled that a child had to be
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able to take care of himself first before he could help others.
Victor was deprived of his duty until he could qualify. He had
enjoyed the duty and was subdued by the group's attitude of
disapproval. He was given other opportunities at work time and
at rhythm time to show he could keep from annoying others.
A, Teacher planning: Thomas
A story period about the sixteentn week of school. Stories
dramatized being "Billy Goats Gruff* and "Three Pigs". Other
children than Thomas were chosen to dramatize the story. They
knew the action ani were keen to take part but were not sure
of the spoken lines. Thomas had not been asked, for teacher
did not wish to allow him to refuse because of his self-
consciousness ,
B. Gnild's responses:
Thomas was so wrapped up in the story that when the children
paused he supplied missing parts without realizing that he was
speaking before the group. No comment was made on his action
at the time, the teacher remaining quiet whenever he spoke.
A. Teacher planning: Josephine
A work period at the beginning of the new semester. September
group being urged into positions of responsibility wherever
possible as models for new chiliren and to help new children.
Josephine still was below average of group in her ability to
get herself started and overcome obstacles in a work period and
dependence upon the teacher. She was made responsible for Ruth
who was a playmate of hers out of school.
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B. Child's responses:
At first Josephine felt proul of her responsibility but soon
she was merely asking for help for Ruth instead of for herself.
"Ruth has no paper." "She doesn't know what to do." It was
pointed out to her that she was not really helping and put on
her mettle.
A, Teacher planning: Ruth
The work period was one of hardest for Ruth to adjust to as it
required more of her. After the first week or as soon as she
stopped crying she was put under Josephine's wing. February
ii2 came during the third week of school. Children wished to
have individual flags for marching so a directed lesson was
given. Ruth by this time was willing to try to do what others
were doing. She had already shown she had good control with
crayons, so the teacher helped for good results.
B. Child's responses:
Ruth listened closely and worked carefully with excellent re-
sults — v/ith a little encouragement. She was suyly pleased
when she was asked to exhibit her flag with the others, and did
so without holding back,
A. Teacher planning: Lena
Teacher wished to utilize Lena's sympathy and ability to organize
and direct as shown in free play at recess. This was done to
help in better schoolroom adjustment. V/hen older group went to
first grade ani new group entered, Lena was placed in charge of
girls' wardrobes to help new children in hanging up their clothes.
Teacher hoped her feeling of energy ani accompli siunent would
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carry over to work period to spur her to greater efforts. Her
handwork and work habits were poor.
B. Child's responses:
Lena was pleased at the feeling of importance. She had several
times left to join in play on ladder, etc. She was called back
and gi'adually became more thorough and persistent.
A. Teacher planning: Jean
Having been the center of much attention and care having been
lavished upon her, Jean needed to learn to consider herself one
of a group, without any special favors. She had been getting
help and attention from other children in difficulties. At
lunch time a child had a slight accident with his milk. Proper
procedure was discussed in group; how each one cleaned up after
any accident of his own.
B. Child's responses:
Then Jean spilled some milk. Immediately children rushed to her
aid. They were stopped and reminded of discussion. Instead of
wiping it up for Jean, their helpfulness was utilized in showing
her where to get cloths, and how to take care of furniture and
floor.
III. Later evidence of value gained:
John
John has continued to show a definite pleasure in seeing what
he could contribute to our group living. He seriously shoulders
any responsibility given him. He is cooperative, obedient, and
courteous; there has been a change in his attitude toward others,
as ne no longer needs to prove his strength by display of force.
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Victor
Later Victor was again given his former privilege (holding the
door while children filed through to the basement). This time
he took it seriously, holding the position for several weeks.
It seemed to have a steadying effect. He gained considerably
in self-control and in the spirit of cooperation and responsi-
bility.
At rhythm time, a group was playing train. The teacher fostered
play, for in order to have a good train, cooperation was re-
quired. Victor would fool, would be taken out of train. Later
he was given another chance as ne enjoyed it. Gradually his
satisfaction in cooperating took the place of his fun in fooling.
Thomas
At a later story period children were chosen to tell stories.
Purposely other children than Thomas were asked first. Again
his better knowledge of stories made him able to help them. It
was spoken of this time anl he was asked to tell a story. He
did; children listened intently. Since then his general con-
fidence in being able to express himself has grown. He will now
gladly go on an errand to another room, whereas a request of
that kind used to make him cry at the beginning of the year.
His ability to lead in group and his sense of responsibility
have grown appreciably,
Josephine
Each successive day there was a slight gain. She would start
toward the teacher and when ignored, would finally get the
material she needed. Then the day came when sne not only got
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her materials independently and saw to Ruth's but actually drew
something she had never represented before — a decided gain.
Lena
In work period Lena also was apt to leave work, coming to teacher
instead of staying at her work. In a group discussion it was
decided not to come to teacher unless help was really needed.
When faced with this, Lena would return to her work. Any pre-
vious individual accomplishment was quoted to encourage new
attempts. She has begun to work more purposefully with better
results.
Jean
Because of group discussion which had preceded Jean did not
demur, but gradually cleaned up, though often had to be helped
by telling her what to do next.
Children have been willing to help by telling Jean what to do
but seem to realize she must share. Jean is gradually fitting
in better. She is widening the circle of children she does not
object to sitting beside, for she has founi them willing to be
friendly to her.
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RECORD CONTRIBUTED BY MISS DOROTHY A. AlVUDON
WORCESTER, IvI^SAGHUSETrS
GROWTH OF AN INDIVIDUAL CHILD
Description of child:
Peter
A. Entered kindergarten Sept., 19o2; older cnild in family, (5-year
old brother, Billy); of professional parents (father a physician;
mother, a nurse); comfortable home; nursemaid care; parents
uninformed in child training but expert in physical care of
tne cnild. Home visit before school entrance revealed cnild
of five, but witn vacant face, wandering eyes, and motions im-
mature; speecn consisted of words — indistinct — not sentences;
parents had tried to teacn him his colors, to count, etc. but
had not prompted him to dress hiir.aelf and initiate his own play
activities; he was over-supervised,
B. A gentle child, willing, kindly disposed, but had never played
with other children. He became an onlooker; children tended to
draw away from him. At this time, the group was a variable unit
with some old and some new members, developing an interest in
group activities, appreciative of the rights of otners, but not
tolerant of individual differences. His first adjustment de-
cidedly negative; partly lue to over-anxious parents, seemingly
suspicious of their child's first experience out of the' home and
betraying a lack of confidence in the teacner. (Had had no pre-
vious association with the school.) Peter's handwork evidences
tue lowest stages of manipulation; scribbling with crayons;
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piling blocks; pounding clay; later, splashing paint; hammering
for the noise it made. Mother ceme every day for a week, sat
beside him, drew an apple and told him to color it. Later in-
vestigation revealed that as a three-year-old he had scribbled
all over bedroom walls, necessitating redecoration, and crayons
were taken away from him. V/ith persistent scribbling in kinder-
garten, mother pursues teacher with questions: "Don't you give
the children any help with their handwork? Don't you show them
just how to do it so they'll know? V^Tiat is the matter with
Peter? I know he's bright." (A constant reiteration of this).
"He can do things when you show him howl"
Explanations follow that the kindergarten conception of handwork
is "the expression of ideas — the result of observation and
growing appreciations; that when a cnild has something to ex-
press and feels the urge, he will express it — in nis own way."
Then the teacher and the kindergarten group enter in and help
him to better technique and form; it's disastrous to grov/th if
we give him the latter first."
G. Experience in other groups — lacking.
D. Handicaps to social development; none physical, perfect physique,
no nervous instability noted; emotionally balanced; mental devel-
opment questioned.
II. Description of the social situation:
A. Teacher planning.
Mother's permission asked for a test — "that we may better
understand Peter." "Why do you want to test him? Do you test
other children?" (All along, the feeling they were trying to
c
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shield Peter, but were in trutn limiting him.) They were converted
finally to his being tested, Binet rated him at 80 I. Q. —
inferior. Parent follows up testing: "How did Peter do?"
Figures purposely not quoted, but examples quoted showing that
Peter's attitude was always helpful — that he retained that
which he had been drilled in that new situations were baffling
— that as a slow learner he must not be hurried, but dealt with
understandingly and patiently, a test is onl^ one measurement
but the picture it gives is often a helpful one in knowing how
best to approach a child. Further questioning: "As a very young
Child, how did Peter's development compare with Billy's?"
"Didn't talk till two and a half, walked at three, never allowed
on sidewalk in front of house alone for fear of running into
street," "But," adds the parent, " of course, Billy has developed
faster; he has profited by Peter's companionship." (Billy ap-
pears the normal child of three, while Peter is unquestionably
retarded,
)
After a month, parent begins to retire from constant surveillance
and leaves the field to the teacher's planning:
Peter must feel success in the things he can do; made the "keeper
of the wardrobes". Often chosen as luncheon helper. Occasionally
the teacher leads group in choosing him as boys' leader down-
stairs. Peter's conversation solicited and supplemented in
giving thoughts to the group; he is cited as one who shows re-
sults of good health habits; constant attendance noted and badge
pinned on him for six months' perfect attendance. Bodily move-
ment heavy, but encouraged to participate, always; slowly
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achieves one rung after another of ladder daring; througii series
of hops, finally learns to skip; group commendation of this.
Peter elated, begins to be aware of what he can do successfully.
B. Child* s response in social development:
The group begins to show an interest in Peter. He is included,
sought after. Yard play of chasing him and his refusing ad-
vances of other boys changes. One hears, '*Will you be my
horse, Peter?" and "Get out of the way; this is Peter's stall,"
and "Gome on, Peter, let's catch him." One boy holds up a line
of waiting children to make a place ahead of himself going up
the slide. At Valentine time, William (group leader since
promotion) says, "I want to send mine to Peter 'cause he's
absent, and please say, 'Dear Peter, I hope you come back soon.
We miss youl'" (Mother reports Peter rebelled against this ab-
sence because of a cold — talked about Richard, his schoolmate;
much of the time wailed "naughty Ivfeirama".
Peter's handwork still wretched but change in his face from one
of confusion to that of happy confidence. One feels his social
gains have been of far more importance than the gain of any
individual skill.
III. Later evidence of value gained from kindergarten experience:
Parentfe' gain in confidence has helped them to relax in attitude
toward Peter. Now their occasional visits are to report his
reactions at home; he plays kindergarten with the family, has
father, mother, and Billy lie on the floor on blankets for
rest period and demands more freedom at play time, thereby
displaying greater initiative. Peter has been the outstanding
c
evidence this year of the opportunities of social development
in the kindergarten.
rc
CHAPTER V — SUJ.MARY
In order that the all-round development of the five-year-old
child may be assured, the social aim of education must receive due con-
sideration. This aim includes both a consideration of tne situations
which allow for social development, and the teaching which takes place.
At this age, the child often leaves the sheltered protection of his
family for the first time, and enters the larger kindergarten group of
wnich he is to become a contributing member. In the new situation the
social adjustment is gradual and is gained thirough the contacts with
others of approximately the same age. It is only under wise teacher-
guidance, however, that the most desirable social habits may result.
llith a knowledge of the characteristics common to children of this age,
the teacher may adapt her methods to their needs, both to the needs of
individuals and to those of the group as a whole.
Present-day practices in fulfilling the social aim of education
are but an outgrowth of past theories. Froebel, the founder of the
kindergarten idea, recognized the need for the social development of
the child, iiowever valuable his ideas were in his own time, they have
been superseded by other theories based on modern thinking. John Dewey *s
progressive thinking, Patty Hill's experimentation, I^feidam Montessori's
ideas regarding discipline — all these have contributed a finer under-
standing of the meaning of child development, Lfodem progressive ideas
have penetrated the several activities of the kindergarten program.
Within the work period, excursions, free play, the assembly, lunch hour,
and relaxation period, lie the possibilities for promoting the twofold
social aim of education.
c
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Sound educational principles — laws governing habit formation,
the need for satisfaction in the completion of a piece of work, learning
through doing — underlie the teaching of desirable social habits as in
all other lines. No small success may be attributed likewise to the
teacher herself as she sets the standard for achievement and guides
firmly but pleasantly to the highest endeavor of which her group is
capable.
From the illustrations set forth in the data of this thesis,
no conclusive results can be stated. Nevertheless, these trends are
apparent:
(1) The kindergarten offers daily situations in whicn the social
development of the child may be promoted.
(2) These situations include the work period, excursions, free
play period, lunch hour, assembly period, and relaxation time.
(5) Through right teacher-guidance, children may be led to finer
behavior patterns.
(4) Later evidences of continued social growth indicate permanent
values gained in social development.
(5) Growtn in social development is realized, both in individual
children and in the level of tne group as a unit.
cc
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